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Cheating has been an area of concern in educational institutions for decades,
especially at the undergraduate level. A particular area of concern is the increasing
reports of the rise of cheating behaviors and the perceived cheating potential in online
learning. As online learning continues to grow and become an integral part of education,
concerns exist regarding academic integrity due to anonymity and the isolated nature of
online learning. The purpose of the current study was to analyze cheating behaviors in an
online environment, and determine students’ perceptions and motivation towards
cheating. Another aim was to understand how and why online learning might make
cheating easier.
A survey methodology with open-ended questions was used for data collection.
Participants in this study were business undergraduate students (N=196) enrolled in
online courses during the spring and fall semesters of 2011 and the spring semester of
2012.
Ninety-five percent of the students admitted to at least one cheating instance
while taking online courses. Time constraints, course difficulty and unpreparedness were
identified as the major motivators to cheat. Additionally, perception and engagement in

cheating were found to have an association on several cheating behaviors. For some
behaviors, the perception of cheating did not stop students from engagement.
Transactional distance was not found to be a significant predictor of cheating.
Open-ended responses were analyzed using in-vivo coding approach. Data
indicated that online learning itself has limited impact on students’ decision to engage in
cheating. However, study participants suggested that technology in general makes it
easier for students to exchange and collaborate, which can potentially lead to unethical
practices with little or no effort involved. Misunderstanding as to what constitutes
cheating might explain the high incidence of reported cheating in the present study.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Academic dishonesty is not a new phenomenon in education. In fact, many argue
that academic dishonesty or cheating is as old as classrooms are. Researchers have
studied cheating from different perspectives and points of views. Psychologists for
example have focused on personality types to tackle possible links between ethical
behavior and personality (Barger, Kubitscheck, & Barger, 1998; Tieger & Barron, 1993;
Williams, Nathanson, & Paulhus, 2010). Students’ characteristics such as age, gender and
GPA have been investigated for possible connections to scholastic cheating (Barger et al.,
1998; Coombe & Newman, 1997; Ford & Richardson, 1994). Scholars have also studied
differences in cheating behaviors across academic majors and found that they indeed play
a significant role on cheating (Hanson & McCullagh, 1995; Sankaran & Bui, 2003).
Finally, researchers have also examined the role of honor codes on students’ ethical
behavior at colleges and universities, and how such codes affect students’ decision to
engage in cheating. Although limited in scope, researchers have also studied cheating,
taking into account institution size (small, medium and large) and education levels
(secondary, undergraduate, and graduate).
Scholastic cheating has been a subject of research for many decades and scholars
consistently concluded that academic dishonesty has been increasing and continues to
compromise the integrity of the educational process. In previous studies, as many as 8090% of students admitted to one or more instances of cheating during their college years
(Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, 1992; Jendrek, 1989). Cheating seems to be growing at a
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faster rate than ever according to recent data. For example, Yardley, Rodriguez, Bates,
and Nelson (2009) conducted a study on self-reported cheating at the college level using
a large sample and found that over 80% of participants admitted to cheating. The study
concluded that students who reported cheating in classes for their majors represented
more than half and were one-time offenders. In contrast, nearly all respondents who
reported cheating in classes outside of their majors reported cheating more than once.
Diekhoff et al. (1996) uncovered a 10% growth in cheating after pursuing a follow up
study 10 years later at the same institution. His findings are consistent with current
statements on the widespread growth in cheating behavior in higher education
institutions.
Recent Trends in Education
The National Center for Education Statistics (2006) reported that nearly one-third
of all public schools provide distance learning opportunities for students. Moreover,
according to the annual report by the Sloan Consortium on Online Education (Allen &
Seaman, 2008), nearly one in four U.S. college students completed at least one online
course by the fall of 2007. The growth rate for online enrollments has exceeded that of
the overall higher education student population. A recent study by Babson Research
(2010) found that 63% of all reporting higher education institutions agreed that online
learning was a critical part of their long-term strategy, an increase from 59% in 2009. The
21% growth rate for online enrollments far exceeds the 2% growth in the overall higher
education student population. Additionally, three-quarters of institutions reported that the
economic downturn has increased demand for online courses and programs.
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Despite the widespread popularity of online learning with both students and
faculty—nearly 60% of faculty reported online instruction as critical to the long-term
success of their institution—less than 15% of faculty believe online instruction leads to
superior learning outcomes as compared to face-to-face instruction (Allen & Seaman,
2008). One possible reason for the lack of confidence in online instruction is the
prevalent problem of academic cheating, particularly the perceived cheating potential in
online learning. With the purpose of investigating differences between conventional and
digital forms of academic cheating, Stephens, Young, and Calabrese (2007) concluded
that the use of digital forms of cheating by college students has surpassed the rate of
known conventional approaches to cheat. Digital forms of cheating may not be different
in kind, but is likely to require less effort on the level of cheaters’ involvement. In view
of that, this widespread epidemic of cheating has evolved into a digital phenomenon in
terms of academic integrity in the 21st century (e.g., McCabe & Stephens, 2006).
Little is known about cheating behavior in online learning since limited research
has been conducted to understand how and why cheating occurs in online courses. Since
an epidemic of technology enhanced, or digital cheating has been widely reported in
recent years, the very nature of online learning seems to be a venue for cheating to occur.
As online learning becomes an integral part of education at all levels, more educators are
adopting the convenience of online testing due to efficiencies such as fast grading
capabilities and the function of analyzing scores and performance both numerically and
graphically. Many believe that some forms of online assessments can help student
learning due to, for example, instant feedback capabilities. The growing number of
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available LMSs (Learning Management Systems) such as Blackboard makes it easier for
instructors to develop and deliver high quality instructional materials to online learners,
and also to conveniently use LMS assets to assess student learning online. However,
along with the evident benefits of online instruction and the convenience of online
assessments, the fast growth of digital technology has transformed traditional ways of
cheating into digital-based cheating. Digital forms of cheating have been widely reported
in academia (McCabe & Trevino, 1997; Tang & Zuo, 1997; Thorpe, Pittenger, & Reed,
1999; Yardley et al., 2009), corporate (Worthington, 2008), and government (Martin,
2008) settings. In academia, it has been noted that students use digital forms of cheating
such as cheat sheets (stored on devices) to cheat on tests more often than conventional
cheat sheets (Stephens et al., 2007). One possible reason for this growth is the increasing
amount of information that is readily accessible via devices such as netbooks, laptops,
personal digital assistants (PDAs), cell phones, MP3 players, iPods™ and most recently
on tablet devices. Mobile devices have become standard tools in the hands of students
and they allow easy access to additional digital resources and powerful communication
channels such as social networks, instant messaging systems and search engines.
Students are now capable of using these different tools and resources to cheat on
schoolwork such as quizzes, exams, writing assignments and other types of assessments
common to both face-to-face and online courses. As a result, educators, particularly
online educators, and researchers have argued that online learning has made academic
cheating easier, by reducing the efforts required to cheat on the part of students. Studies
have been generally focused on the evolving possibilities of online cheating (e.g.,
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Grijalva, Nowell, & Kerkvliet, 2006; Szabo & Underwood, 2004) and although the
results from those studies seem to conclude that online assessment might increase the
likelihood of cheating, relatively little empirical research has analyzed specifically how
and why online learning might make cheating easier. The relationship between cheating
and online learning needs to be further clarified. Therefore, the central research problem
in this survey research study was focused upon cheating behaviors in the business online
learning environment.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of the current study was to analyze cheating behaviors in an online
environment, and determine students’ perceptions and motivation towards cheating. More
specifically, the researcher analyzed the “what” and “why” the online environment might
make cheating easier for students engaged in online learning.
Research Questions
The focus of this study led to the following research questions.
1. What motivates students to cheat in online courses?
2. What factors do students feel minimize cheating in online courses?
3. What is the relationship between a student’s perception of transactional
distance and their decision to engage in cheating?
4. What is the relationship between students’ perception and behaviors toward
cheating in online courses?
5. In what ways do the participants’ perceptions and beliefs of cheating explain
what they reported in the survey results?
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Ethical Considerations
Cheating violates the academic policies of most institutions. Asking students to
respond to surveys regarding possible academic misconduct could potentially raise
ethical considerations such as preserving subjects’ identity and confidentiality. Data
collection methods and procedures ensured protection of subjects’ identity, anonymity of
responses, and voluntarily participation. Data collection was conducted using strategies
that ensured student anonymity. Data presentation ensured that students could not be
identified.
Methods
This study used a survey research design and involved collecting both forcedchoice and open-ended questions. Forced-choice data were the bulk of data collection and
analysis, with open-ended being collected to provide supportive information. An online
survey questionnaire was used to collect both types of data. Open-ended questions
provided an opportunity to obtain more nuanced responses while maintaining subject
anonymity. For example, students could potentially share sensitive information and
personal habits or knowledge related to cheating, which could compromise participants’
willingness to provide important details in a face-to-face interview with the researcher.
Providing qualitative questions along with the online survey could improve participants’
willingness to be open and honest when responding. Additionally, being able to ensure
anonymity was important for both data quality and ultimately to protect students’
identity. Thus, confidentiality and anonymity of responses were guaranteed to all
subjects. This study used a single-phase approach, in which participants received the
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survey questionnaire and provided responses to the qualitative questions. The rationale
for this approach is that the quantitative and qualitative data and the subsequent analysis
provide a general understanding of the research questions.
Definition of Terms
Cheating. Cheating is defined as providing or receiving assistance in a manner not
authorized by the instructor in the creation of work to be submitted for academic
evaluation including papers, projects and examinations; and presenting, as one’s own, the
ideas or words of another person or persons for academic evaluation without proper
acknowledgement (plagiarism).
Classroom goal structure. Classroom goal structure refers to the degree to which
students are placed in competitive or cooperative relationships while earning classroom
rewards (Slavin, 2006).
Institutional Honor Code. Honor Code is the institution statement on academic
integrity that articulates university expectations of students and faculty in establishing
and maintaining the highest standards in academic work.
Learning Management System (LMS). A Learning Management System refers to a
commercial type of software purposefully designed to hold instructional materials,
manage student users, and assist with teaching and learning activities in either online or
face-to-face learning.
Mobile device. Mobile devices are powerful, smaller technology tools that can
connect to the Internet and can be taken to virtually anywhere. Mobile devices can store
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and retrieve information and connect multiple users through video, chat and social
networking.
Online learning. Online learning refers to learning environments where
instructors and students are physically separated by time and space.
Transactional distance. Transactional distance refers to psychological distance
(rather than physical) between students and instructor in online learning environments.
Assumptions of Study
Sampling. This study used a non-probability sample. The researcher assumed
that subjects who choose to participate in the survey were representative of the target
population. However, population demographics were limited for the current study
variables making a comparison between sample and population demographic variables
difficult.
Student willingness and honesty. This assumption refers to students’ willingness
to provide honest answers while responding to the open-ended questions, which is the
source of qualitative data for the study. Also, it is assumed that students were honest in
providing answers on the survey instrument since anonymity was ensured and no face-toface contact with the researcher was required. Given the sensitive information that
students would be providing to the researcher, it was assumed that ensuring anonymity
would help promote truthfulness in answering the survey.
Delimitations
Delimitations consist of the characteristics that define the boundaries of the present
research study. The following are delimitations of this research:
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1. The study involved collecting data from College of Business Administration
students only. Thus, findings from this study might not be generalizable to
student populations outside of business majors.
2. The study involved collecting data from students enrolled in online courses.
Thus, findings from this study might not be generalizable to other student
populations, e.g. traditional learners, or students enrolled in regular face-toface courses.
3. Due to the nature of the research design and sample characteristics, inferences
that could be made are limited to people with similar educational background
and demographics.
Limitations
A limitation of the present study is that participants had limited experienced with
online learning. Participants were mainly traditional students who had the opportunity to
take at least one, or several online courses during their business academic program. The
literature reveals dramatic differences between online and traditional learning. Therefore,
it is possible that one or multiple online courses may have not influenced participants
beyond their experience as traditional learners.
The limitations of the present study are also linked to the nature of the research
design, data collection strategies and the possibility of generalization of the findings. It
may be difficult for the results of this study to be directly generalized to higher-education
institutions offering web-based courses because it is virtually impossible to account for
the differences caused by varying online course structures, course content, and
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instructors. Although course structure is a component of the transactional distance
theory, it was ignored (i.e., not measured) because it is impossible to control in public
higher-education institutions (Burgess, 2006). Therefore, additional imitations for this
research study are the following:
1. The sample size was limited by the number of students enrolled in online
courses during fall and spring of 2011 and spring 2012 semesters in the
College of Business. Thus, it was not possible to select participants based
on similar demographic and educational background.
2. The measurement of variables relied on participants’ self-reported
information. Although self-reported data collection used strategies
suggested in the literature to improve response reliability, it did not
guarantee that responses objectively reflected participants in the study.
Significance of Study
The proposed study applied a survey method with qualitative questions included
to allow for deeper understanding of the relationship between business online education
and cheating. From a practical perspective, there is a need for educators and instructional
designers to understand cheating, particularly in the case of online learning.
Understanding how and why technology interacts with cheating could help maximize
online learning integrity and improve the design and delivery of online courses and
assessments. Results from the present study may offer unique insights into the direct
reflection from online learners in terms of online education. Rather than simply being
premeditated by the format of technology, cheating in online education may be
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determined more by the dynamics of intentionality interacting with the environment.
Moreover, this study will help to fill the gap in the research literature that focuses on
cheating in online learning.
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Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
The review of literature includes five topics (see Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1. Structure of Chapter 2: literature review.

State of Research on Academic Cheating
Extensive research on academic dishonesty has been conducted over several
decades providing ample evidence of the extent of academic misconduct that exists in
educational settings at all levels. Research on cheating often emphasized frequency with
which cheating occurred, however, over the years researchers started to focus on
understanding cheating, determining possible causes and techniques to mitigate scholastic
cheating.
Scholars have studied cheating from different points of view. For example,
differences in cheating across disciplines have been documented by limited research
(Bowers, 1964; Brown, 1996; Levy & Rakovski, 2006; McCabe, Butterfield, & Trevino,
2006). Brown (1996) found that business students are less ethical than education and
engineering students. In fact, business students have self-reported higher amounts of
cheating during their academic careers than students from any other field (Bowers, 1964;
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Brown, 1996; Clement, 2001; McCabe, 2004). Engineering students have also admitted
to cheating in both high school (Harding, Carpenter, Finelli, & Passow, 2004) and college
(Harding, Mayhew, Finelli, & Carpenter, 2007). Bowers (1964) conducted a survey at 99
schools to investigate students’ participation in unethical practices and found that over
65% of business students engaged in at least one unethical instance while in college. The
author also found that 52% of education majors and 58% of engineering students also had
been involved in cheating behaviors. A study by McCabe (2006) surveyed 31 top-ranked
schools and found that 87% of business majors and 74% of engineering majors reported
engaging in some sort of academic cheating during college years. The discipline with the
highest incidence of cheating is business followed by engineering and sciences. Science
students are known to be less ethical than arts majors. Since students in science and
engineering are mostly male, it is unclear whether or not gender plays a major role on the
high incidence of cheating in these two fields.
Researchers have studied the influence of gender on students’ ethics during their
school years. McCabe and Trevino (1996), for example, have suggested that female
cheating has increased significantly during the past 30 years. Bowers (1964) estimated
that male students cheat more than female students. However, some studies have
suggested that business students, in general, regardless of sex or age, are known to have
the lowest ethical values in academic settings (Harris, 1989).
Although limited in scope, researchers have examined the incidence of cheating
by institution size. McCabe and Trevino (1997), Yardley et al. (2009) and Karlins,
Michaels, and Podlogar (1988) conducted studies involving large campuses and found
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cheating incidence to be high. Other studies conducted in smaller and midsize schools
found cheating to be prevalent as well (McCabe, Trevino, & Butterfield, 1999).
Although most of the research on academic cheating has been conducted at the
college level, some scholars have investigated cheating on younger students. For
example, a survey conducted in 1989 with 5,000 Girl Scouts revealed that 65% would
cheat on a test (Harris, 1989). Cizek (1999) reported that one-third of elementary
students self-reported cheating at least once. It is worth noting that scores of students
have consistently admitted to cheating at the high school level. In fact, researchers have
found that cheating behavior starts earlier and is carried over to the college level (Harding
et al., 2007) and graduate school (Whitley & Keith-Spiegel, 2001). Gomez (2001)
reported that 35% of high school and middle level students agreed that they would cheat
to get admitted into college. Eisenberg (2004) studied middle school students and found
that the level of supervision during exams and classmates’ norms had significant effects
on both active and passive cheating attitudes.
Survey studies have indicated that a wide range of students believe that cheating
is wrong (Davis, Grover, Becker, & McGregor, 1992; Schab, 1991). However, cheating
reports have concluded with high incidence rates despite the general agreement among
students that cheating is wrong and unethical. While numbers on the prevalence of
cheating are inconsistent from study to study, researchers seem to agree that cheating is
high in all levels of education and it continues to steadily rise over time.
Although the research studies discussed above focus primarily on traditional
education, limited research that compares cheating in online versus face-to-face shows
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consistent rates across both types (Grijalva et al., 2006). To date, there has been no
empirical evidence that cheating incidence is higher in the online learning environment.
Additionally, there is no evidence that online learning encourages academic dishonesty
more than traditional learning.
Summary. There is evidence that cheating is on the rise. Although research on
scholastic cheating has focused on measuring incidence in traditional classrooms, most
recently scholars have shifted focus to understanding why students engage in unethical
practices and how. The new focus on understanding the underlying causes of cheating has
provided researchers with new directions and potential to better understand the cheating
phenomena, which continues to be one of the top challenges faced by educational
institutions at all levels.
Effects of Transactional Distance on Cheating
Although distance education has become well established in the United States and
other parts of the world, educators and administrators are not yet convinced that distance
learning meets integrity and quality standards. A relatively large percentage of educators
and administrators believe the distance relationship between learner and instructor could
increase the likelihood of academic misconduct in distance learning environments
(Kennedy, Nowak, Raghuramann, Thomas, & Davis, 2000). The term transactional
distance is often used to explain the psychological distance, rather than physical, between
instructor and learners. The basis of transactional distance theory is that the space
between learners and the educational structure must be compensated by the presence of
effective communication and interaction. Appropriate communication and interaction
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with the instructor in an online learning environment is likely to decrease transactional
distance and improve learners’ sense of connectedness, which could in turn increase
learning gains and sense of learning community (Moore, 1993). Research has suggested
that the teacher-student relationship and interaction is a critical factor in increasing
students’ motivation to learn, autonomy and sense of competency (Deci & Ryan, 2000).
Consequently, connectedness and feeling of belonging by learners in online learning
environments could have an impact on academic integrity by minimizing cheating
potential that is believed to weaken both integrity and acceptance of online teaching and
learning.
The perceived transactional distance in distance education environments is the
result of three key variables known as structure, dialog and learner autonomy. Moore
(1993) formally defined these constructs:
A dialog is purposeful, constructive, and valued by each party. Each party in a
dialog is a respectful and active listener; each is a contributor, and builds on the
contributions of the other party or parties. . . . The direction of a dialog in an
educational relationship is towards the improved understanding of the student.
(p. 24)
Figure 2.2 shows the relationship between structure, dialog, and autonomy in
Moore’s theory of transactional distance. According to Moore (1993), there is a negative
relationship between course structure and student-teacher dialog. As course structure
increases and student-teacher dialog decreases, student autonomy increases.
Summary. Although transactional distance is well established in the field,
relatively little empirical research has tested the validity of its construct. Educators have
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called for improvements in the areas of course design, teaching strategies and assessment
practices to minimize learners’ hardships such as misunderstandings and unclear

Figure 2.2. Graphical representation of relationship between structure, dialog, and
autonomy in Moore’s theory of transactional distance.

expectations that are common to online learning due to transactional distance (Moore,
1993). The researcher seeks to analyze how participants’ perceptions towards learning
community and connectedness experienced in online courses affected integrity behaviors
while learning online.
Effects of Honor Codes on Cheating
Some researchers have indicated that institutions that adopted honor codes have
considerably lowered cheating (Campbell, 1935; Canning, 1956; McCabe, Trevino, &
Butterfield, 2001). Stern and Havlicek (1986) conducted a survey with both faculty
(N=104) and undergraduate students (N=314) in the health field at a large Midwest
institution and found that both students and faculty ranked implementation of an honor
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code as an effective measure against cheating. However, studies have also shown that
honor codes themselves are not enough to discourage cheating (Roig & Caso, 2005) and
that additional efforts are needed to eliminate cheating in the academic setting. Because
there is some evidence of the effectiveness of honor codes against cheating epidemic in
higher education, institution adopters are often surprised that most institutions have not
yet adopted one. Melendez (1985) claims that the process involved in adopting such
codes is complex and required a substantial amount of resources to make honor codes
fully operational. The complexity of the task often explains the shortage of such codes in
most higher education institutions.
McCabe and Trevino (1993) explain the power of honor codes. The authors state
that the clear set of expectations and clear definitions of cheating are the important
aspects of honor codes because clear guidelines make it harder for students to justify
instances of unethical behavior under honor code driven learning environments.
Additionally, institutions with honor codes place a portion of the responsibility for
academic honesty in the hands of students, rather than entirely on faculty and
administrators (McCabe, Trevino, & Butterfield, 2002). Although limited in scope,
research evidence suggests that honor codes are generally effective in fostering
accountability on the part of students, faculty and administration. It has been noted that
faculty involvement in the process of minimizing or eliminating cheating is vital to the
process. However, Jendrek (1989) found that only a small percentage of faculty report
cheating incidents to department chairs or other administrators. Nuss (1984) found
similar results on her survey of students and faculty at a large public university. The
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author discovered that only 39% of faculty would report cheating cases to the appropriate
authorities. An earlier study by Wright and Kelly (1974) surveyed faculty and students at
a single institution and found that both students and faculty had similar understanding on
cheating issues. However, faculty believed that cheating issues should settle at a lower
level, more precisely between instructor and student. Researchers often agree that faculty
in general prefer to handle cheating issues themselves and bypass the university legal
system (Nuss, 1984). However, under honor code driven environments, faculty are
committed to an established set of legal procedures and enjoy a support system that
encourages a more systematic approach to dealing with academic misconduct (McCabe
& Trevino, 1993).
Summary. The limited literature on the effectiveness of honor codes suggests
that institutions with established honor codes have usually reported less cheating and less
major cheating issues than institutions that operate without honor codes (McCabe,
Trevino, & Butterfield, 2002; McCabe & Trevino, 1993). The reseracher aims to find out
what is the overall perception of participants towards the effectiveness of honor codes on
cheating.
Digital Technology and Cheating
Understanding why students engage in cheating is of particular interest in online
environments because the implications of academic dishonesty in online learning cannot
be overlooked (Gaskill & Yang, 2011; Harding et al., 2007). For example, cheating
affects the integrity of online learning, which is already questionable by educators, and
the ability of institutions to achieve overall goals (Harding et al., 2007). It is unlikely the
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reasons for cheating and students’ awareness of digital cheating possibilities in online
learning are different than long-established academic cheating from non-digital sources.
For example, studies (Dweck & Leggett, 1988; Murdock & Anderman, 2006) suggested
that the reasons students decided to cheat were grounded in individuals’ motivation (e.g.,
self-efficacy for academic achievements or for cheating) or personal understandings of
cheating consequences (e.g., outcome expectation). Using this assumption, several
current studies have been conducted to investigate how and why students cheated from
the perspectives of online learning. Research from this perspective has generally
concluded that individual goals and motivation factors provide understanding for why
people have different levels of intentions and attributions to engage in academic activities
(Dweck & Leggett, 1988). Furthermore, when facing the problems of academic
dishonesty in online learning, students’ goals are found ultimately related to individuals’
decisions to engage in cheating behaviors (Murdock & Anderman, 2006). Specifically,
the reason for an individual to engage in cheating might be guided by personal goals such
as getting a good grade, avoiding looking incompetent, getting admission into college or
graduate school, or impressing the teacher and peers.
Despite the documented success and growth of online education, there is still
resistance to online education, which is often linked to the fact that cheating in the online
environment is just too easy (Rowe, 2004). Online learning is based on anonymity, which
could impact the integrity and value of online assessments. Educators often argue they
cannot be certain that the student receiving credit is the same person who completed the
work. Furthermore, Internet search engines with immediate access to large amounts of
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information, such as Google or Yahoo, have become a well-situated tool for students to
gather materials they find online with the convenient use of copy-and-paste function and
present it as their own work. Plagiarism has become even more serious due to the
availability of Internet and other related technologies. McCabe (2004) states:
Internet plagiarism is a growing concern on all campuses as students struggle to
understand what constitutes acceptable use of Internet. In the case of clear
direction from faculty, most students have concluded that ‘cut & paste’ plagiarism
– using a sentence or two (or more) from different sources on the Internet and
weaving this information together into a paper without appropriate citation – is
not a serious issue. While 10% of students admitted to engaging in such behavior
in 1999, this rose 41% in a 2010 survey with the majority of students (68%)
suggesting this was not a serious issue.
The traditional form of academic misconduct has transformed into digital
cheating. There are mixed views as far as how and why technology enhanced cheating is
well suited for online learners. Kennedy et al. (2000) stated that the growth of distance
education will also increase academic dishonesty in online learning. Alternatively, Smith,
Dupre, and Mackey (2005) argue that enhanced communication and social relationships
in online learning will lead to less cheating in this environment. Unfortunately, cheating
is increasing regardless of delivery mode (Hamilton, 2003; Kliner & Lord, 1999;
McCabe, 2004). While some scholars believe that students will cheat more online
because it is easy to do so, another line of thought is that the potential for cheating online
is no different from that of face-to-face (Carnevale, 1999; Grijalva et al., 2006). It could
be that the perceived easiness of cheating in online learning is just a misconception.
Some educators have argued that there are factors that can mitigate cheating in online
learning just like there are for face-to-face cheating. The bottom line is that real concern
exists regarding integrity of learning in online education.
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Summary. The perceived cheating potential in online learning is one of the
major barriers to acceptance, adoption and commitment by both faculty and
administrators according to the literature. Technology seems to be playing a key role on
new cheating trends because students can use their personal devices to cheat. Technology
assisted cheating has been reported by recent research, and many scholars believe
cheating potential to be greater in online learning environments due to technological
advances. The reseracher investigated the role of technology on participants’ cheating
practices.
Effects of Classroom Goal Structure on Cheating
Achievement goal theory proposes that students’ motivation to learn and
achievement behaviors can be understood by considering learners reasoning and
strategies adopted while engaged in academic work (Ames, 1992; Urdan, 1997).
Additionally, achievement goal theory proposes that the goal structure of an environment
might affect students’ motivation, cognitive engagement and achievement within that
specific setting (Ames & Archer, 1988). Goal structure refers to the type of achievement
goal emphasized by instructional practices and policies within a classroom, school or
other leaning setting.
Classroom goal structure, for example, refers to students’ perceptions regarding
the goals stressed in the classroom (Midgley, 2002), which are communicated to students
through interactions with instructors and instructional strategies used by instructors. The
literature on achievement theory identifies two types of goal structures: mastery goal and
performance goal. Mastery goal oriented classrooms strive at increasing students’
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competency, mastery and understanding of tasks. Mastery goal supporters report that goal
oriented learners are likely to exhibit deeper levels of thinking as they learn new ideas
and concepts (Covington, 2000). It is also believed that learners from this orientation
enjoy challenges (Seifert, 1995), engage in strategy processing (Pintrich & Garcia, 1991),
and are likely to take responsibility for success. Perceived mastery goal structures in the
learning environment typically predict positive outcomes such as greater persistence and
effort and less procrastination (Wolters, 2004). On the other hand, performance goal
structures in the learning environment have often resulted in negative motivational
tendencies, such as less persistence, increased procrastination, and ultimately cheating
behaviors (Anderman & Midgley, 2004; Murdock, Hale, & Weber, 2001). Achievement
goal theorists often criticize performance goals due to perceived superficial nature of
learning exhibited by learners from this orientation. Learners are likely to be concerned
about how well they perform compared to others and how others perceive them (Dweck
& Leggett, 1988). Learners from this orientation also believe that ability is the cause of
success or failure and they often engage in less sophisticated strategy use (Nolan, 1988).
Researchers have found students from this orientation to make more negative selfstatements (Pintrich & Garcia, 1991; Seifert, 1995) and are often referred to as egooriented (Seifert, 1995).
A substantial body of research has consistently linked academic dishonesty to
motivational contexts such as classroom goal structure (Ames, 1992; Anderman &
Maehr, 1994; Dweck & Leggett, 1988; Midgley, 2002). Previous studies on academic
cheating have examined the role of goal structures in predicting cheating (Anderman &
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Midgley, 2004; Anderman & Murdock, 2007; Murdock et al., 2001; Murdock, Miller &
Kohlhardt, 2004). Anderman, Griesinger, and Westerfield, 1998 and Murdock et al.
(1994) discovered that perceptions of performance goal structure in science classrooms
predicted cheating behaviors and beliefs towards cheating. Jordan (2001) investigated the
relationship between course performance and learning goals to cheating and discovered
that cheating was associated with extrinsic goals, but not with learning goals. Pulvers and
Diekoff (1999) asked undergraduate students to rate their perceptions of various
classroom contexts of a random selected class. Students who admitted cheating had rated
the instructional context and practices as worse than the students who did not cheat (e.g.,
instructor less engaged, class less interesting).
Summary. Classroom goal structure is believed to significantly impact students’
decision to engage in cheating (Anderman, Griesinger, & Westerfield, 1998). Although it
was not possible for the researcher to empirically investigate this claim with this sample
due to research design limitations, it is possible that students’ perceptions of their online
course goal structure could also impact ethical practices. See recommendations for future
research.
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Chapter 3
METHODOLOGY
The research methods section provides an overall description of the strategies and
procedures used in the process of data collection and analysis. A detailed description of
the research method is important because it helps in ensuring that data collection and
analysis procedures adopted are accurate and appropriate for the study. This chapter
focuses on how this study was conducted and attempts to answer questions about the
study procedures and methodology. Specifically, the following topics are included:
1. Purpose of study

6. Data collection procedures

2. Research questions

7. Data analysis procedures

3. Research design & procedures

8. Ethical considerations and IRB

4. Measures

9. Presenting Results

5. Sampling Procedures

Purpose of Study
The purpose of the current study was to analyze cheating behaviors in an online
environment, and determine students’ perceptions and motivation towards cheating. More
specifically, the researcher analyzed the “what” and “why” in the online environment that
makes cheating easier for students engaged in online learning. A survey research design
with open-ended questions was used. Open-ended responses were used to elaborate and
explain forced-choice responses.
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Research Questions
This study sought to answer the following five research questions:
1. What motivates students to cheat in online courses?
2. What factors do students feel minimize cheating in online courses?
3. What is the relationship between a student’s perception of transactional
distance and their decision to engage in cheating?
4. What is the relationship between students’ perception and behaviors toward
cheating in online courses?
5. In what ways do the participants’ definitions of cheating explain what they
reported in the survey results?
Research Design and Procedures
The investigator used a survey method design with quantitative and qualitative
ended questions included. According to Creswell and Plano Clark (2011) when the
results of a study provide an incomplete understanding of the research problem, a second
database can be used to help explain the first database. Qualitative data and results
together can help build understanding. The study was concurrent and participants
received the quantitative and qualitative questions at the same time. The open-ended
questions were embedded in the survey questionnaire, with quantitative data being the
bulk of data collection. Qualitative questions were included to assist in interpreting the
results and to enhance the quantitative data whenever possible. Data were analyzed
separately, but the researcher looked for potential relationships between the two.
However, there is a possibility that survey questions biased the qualitative questions since
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the survey extensively used cheating examples and terms that may have informed
participants on cheating terminology and meaning. The reason to include open-ended
questions instead of conducting personal interviews with a random sample of subjects
was due to ethical considerations including sensitive and personal information students
could potentially provide and also to improve the truthfulness of students’ responses to
the questions. Students would be more willing to answer honestly knowing there were no
ramifications for their answers. Asking subjects about their ethical behaviors while
taking online courses could potentially compromise data reliability and validity. Ensuring
anonymity was important for both data validity and ultimately to protect students’
identities. Thus, confidentiality and anonymity were guaranteed to all subjects.
Measures
Self-reported cheating. The dependent variable studied in this research was selfreported cheating in online learning. The self-reported cheating variable was constructed
by combining a participant’s responses to incidence of cheating variables. Participants
were asked if they had ever been involved in or done a particular scenario identified as
cheating. These items are identified in the cheating perceptions and behaviors questions
discussed below. Other variables studied are the listed below and further described in
Appendix N.
Background variables. Demographic data were obtained via self-report for
variables that are known or possibly related to cheating behaviors such as gender and
GPA. Other demographic information was also obtained for general informational
purposes (e.g., age, ethnicity) and for analyses.
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Cheating perceptions and behaviors. The scales to assess cheating perceptions
and cheating behaviors were modified from a version developed by Yardley et al. (2009).
Seventeen behaviors that constitute cheating online were developed. The first measure
was designed to have respondents rate which of the 17 behaviors they understood to be
cheating and, of those, to assign a severity score (1 = not severe, 5 = very severe). Then
the same list of 17 behaviors was presented again and students were asked which
behaviors they had engaged in for online classes (1 = never, 4 = more than 5 times). Of
the 17 behaviors, 13 were identified as definite cheating behaviors. This was determined
through feedback provided by course instructors. The remaining four items were
determined to be less obvious instances of cheating since few instructors felt they
constituted cheating where others did not. A dichotomously scored self-report of
cheating variable was constructed by identifying those respondents that confirmed
participation (incidence) in at least one of the 13 items. Following the list was a series of
follow-up questions: “Were you ever caught cheating?” “Do you feel your grades were
improved because of your cheating?” “Would you cheat again?”
Motivation for cheating. Ten items were constructed by the researcher as
possible motivators for cheating. The 10 reasons have been previously identified in the
research literature (Brown & Emmett, 2001; Crown & Spiller, 1998; Eisenberg, 2004;
Franklyn-Stokes & Newstead, 1995). Of the 10 reasons participants were asked to
identify, any that they would give as a motivator for them to cheat. They were then asked
to assign a rank to each item from most important (first) to least important (last) as a
motivation to cheat.
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Perceptions of others’ cheating. Students’ perceptions of others’ cheating were
assessed with two questions: “What approximate percentage of all students do you think
cheat in online courses?” “What approximate percentage of your close friends do you
think were cheating in online courses?” Close friends was defined as classmates,
roommates, co-workers or acquaintance. A sliding scale was used for participants to
identify the percentages.
Prevention of cheating. Twenty-one items were abstracted from a section in the
PACES-1 Survey to identify possible areas where students felt cheating could be
prevented. These 21 items addressed deterrents to cheating and the students’ perception
of their effectiveness.
Distance Education Learning Environment Survey. Thirty-four items comprise
the Distance Education Learning Environment Survey (DELES) created by Walker
(2005). The items are assessed on a 5-point Likert scale of frequency from “Never” to
“Always.” Higher scores indicate higher levels of instructor support, student interaction
and collaboration, personal relevance, authentic learning, active learning, and student
autonomy. Walker (2005) found reliability coefficients between .75 and .94 for the sixfactor model. For purposes of this study, instructor support and student autonomy were
used as variables described in Moore’s theory of transactional distance as dialog and
autonomy, respectively (Moore, 1993). Higher scores indicate a higher level of instructor
support, student interaction and collaboration, personal relevance, authentic learning,
active learning, and student autonomy. A confirmatory factor analysis was utilized to
confirm the factor structure of the items.
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The survey was piloted with two classrooms to confirm interpretation of the
questions and validity of the survey. Thirty-six participants were involved in the pilot
study. Participants were asked to answer the survey honestly and note any questions that
appeared misleading or ambiguous. Participants were asked if any questions within the
survey were confusing or needed clarification. The researcher tracked the time required
by participants in the pilot study to complete the survey. Questions identified by the
researcher as confusing or ambiguous were reworded or shortened for better
understanding. In addition, some questions were reworded or reordered to eliminate
confusion and create a better flow to the survey.
Population and Sampling Procedures
The researcher used a non-probability voluntary sample. A voluntary sample is
made up of people who self-select into the survey. To determine a priori the appropriate
sample size needed for accurate results based upon an N of 1,206, the sample size
formula from Bartlett, Kotrlik, and Higgins (2001) was used. With a significance level of
.05 and an estimated proportion of participants that cheat being .80, a sample size of 245
was calculated. Using Cochran’s (1977) correction formula for survey research, a sample
size of 226 was found to be a minimal return sample size.
All participants were enrolled in several online courses offered during spring and
fall semesters of 2011 and spring semester of 2012 in a business college. Participants
were enrolled in online courses in the areas of finance, accounting, economics,
management and business law. Participants had different academic backgrounds and
ranged from freshman to senior standing and participation in this study was voluntary.
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Students who received the e-mail invitation to take part in the study could simply ignore
or delete the e-mail, or chose to participate. To be eligible to complete the survey,
subjects needed to be 19 years of age or older. One hundred ninety six (n=196) students
participated in the online survey. Thus the response rate for this study was roughly 16%
(N = 1225). Of the total participants, 46% were male and 54% female. Participants were
mainly sophomores (16.5%), juniors (34.6%) and seniors (40.6%), with a small
percentage of graduate students (5.3%) with various business majors. Among reported
participants, most were domestic students (93%) with a small percentage being
international students (7%). Most participants were full-time students (93%) and a small
percentage part-time (7%). The majority of participants lived off campus (62%) while
38% lived on campus. The majority of students reported having part-time jobs (61.4%);
others held full-time employment (15.9%), while others did not work (22.7%). The GPA
distribution ranged from 2.00-2.49 (1.5%), 2.50-2.99 (18.3%), 3.00-3.49 (36.6%), 3.503.99 (41.2%), and 4.00 (2.3%). Participants age ranged from 19 (14.9%), 20-21(40.3%),
22-23 (32.1%), 24-29 (6.7%) and over 30 (6.0%).
Data Collection
Data were collected via the administration of an online survey. The bulk of data
collection was quantitative in nature, with limited qualitative data collected through the
inclusion of several open-ended questions in the survey instrument. The survey was
constructed of various instruments as discussed in the Measures section. Once IRB
approval was obtained (see Appendix F), data collection began immediately. The
research study was conducted with students enrolled in online courses between spring
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2011 and spring semester of 2012 in the College of Business Administration at a major
Midwestern research institution. All participants in the study were volunteers enrolled in
online courses supported by Blackboard. Thus, the major criterion for selecting students
was their willingness to participate in the study and their enrollment in one or more
online courses in the Business field. Participants were recruited through enrollment in
online courses in the areas of finance, economics, management, business law, and
accounting. Online courses in these areas are usually offered both fall and spring terms
with the exception of a few which are offered either in the spring or fall semesters.
The researcher contacted the Business College Dean’s office to ask permission to
conduct the study. The Associate Dean in charge of undergraduate distance education
programs gave permission for the study to be carried out in the college. Instructors were
then asked permission to allow the researcher to include their online courses in the
present study. Instructors provided the e-mail addresses of students enrolled in online
courses and the e-mail addresses were used for inviting students to participate in the
study. The survey instrument was made available online and the link was provided in the
e-mail invitation.
The researcher sent a note to subjects containing general information about the
study, including purpose of the research, the importance of the study and the format of
data collection (see Appendix C). Additionally, participants were informed of the time
required to complete the survey and the date when the survey link would be sent to them
in an e-mail message.
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An advantage of web-based surveys is that participants’ responses are
automatically stored in a database and are easily transferable into numeric data in Excel
or SPSS formats. Participants expressed their compliance to participate in the study by
clicking the button stating, “I agree to complete this survey.” Within the informed
consent, participants were notified that all information provided was confidential and in
no way could individuals be identified. Participants’ identity was of no interest in terms
of the goals of the study. To ensure anonymity of participants, no personal identification
numbers were collected. Once participants began the survey, Qualtrics assigned a unique
random identifier and collected the IP address of the computer (Qualtronics, 2011). At
the conclusion of the survey, participants were asked if they would like to be entered into
the lottery for $100 gift certificate for the local campus bookstore. In order to enter into
the lottery, participants were required to provide an e-mail address. When the data were
downloaded for data analyses, the IP addresses were deleted and e-mail addresses were
transferred to a separate data file as to not provide a link between participants and
responses. Participants’ e-mail addresses were provided by the institution’s unit who
handle e-mail communication with online students. The College of Business authorized
this study to be conducted with the college online courses and students enrolled in the
courses. Additionally, individual faculty authorized their online courses to be included in
the study (see Appendix B).
Summary of Survey Procedure
A week before the survey became available online, participants received an e-mail
informing them about the study and the interest in recruiting them to participate in the
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online survey. The e-mail expressed the importance of their input for the study. At this
time, participants were also assured anonymity as a participant and the confidentiality of
their responses. To help increase response rate and decrease response rate error, a threephase follow-up sequence was used. For those participants that did not respond by the set
date (a) five days after distributing the survey URL, an e-mail reminder was sent; (b) five
days later, a second e-mail reminder was sent; and (c) one week later, a third and last email reminder was sent.
Data Analysis
This survey research included two types of data to analyze as discussed by
Creswell and Plano Clark (2007). Quantitative and qualitative data were collected and
analyzed. Details and procedures are discussed below. Table 3.1 reflects each of the
research questions and the data collection and analysis format.
Quantitative data analysis. Before the statistical analysis of the survey results,
screening of the data was conducted on the univariate level. Data screening included
descriptive statistics for all variables, information about missing data, normality, and
outliers. Descriptive statistics for the survey items were summarized and reported in
tabular form. Quantitative data were collected via online survey administration. The goal
of this research study was to analyze the influence of online learning on the cheating
behavior of business online students. Additionally, what are students’ perceptions and
motivation towards cheating. The dependent variable was a self-reported behavior of
engagement in cheating.

Table 3.1
Research Questions and Format of Data Collection and Analysis
Research Questions

Concept

Instrument(s) Used

Data Collection

Data Analysis

What motivates students to cheat in online courses?

Motivation to Cheat

Motivation for Cheating and
Ranking Survey

Quantitative/
Qualitative

Descriptive

What factors do students feel minimize cheating in
online courses?

Deterrents/ Prevention

Prevention of Cheating
Survey

Quantitative

Descriptive

What is the relationship between a student’s
perception of transactional distance and their
decision to engage in cheating?

Effects of
Transactional Distance

Distance Education
Learning Environment
Survey (DELES)

Quantitative

Logistic Regression

What is the relationship between students’ perception
and behaviors toward cheating in online courses?

Perceptions vs.
Behavior of Cheating

Cheating Perceptions and
Behavior Survey

Quantitative

Chi-Square

In what ways do the participants’ beliefs and
perceptions of cheating explain what they reported in
the survey results?

Beliefs, Perceptions
and Behaviors

Cheating Scenarios and
Participants’ Explanations

Quantitative/
Qualitative

Cross Examination
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To answer the research question on what factors students feel deter cheating, the
survey items for Prevention of Cheating were used. This part of the survey allowed
participants to identify areas in which they believed could deter cheating. Frequencies
and percentages are presented in tabular form.
To answer the question of what motivates students to cheat in online courses,
participants were asked to select all motivators from 10 response options. The
frequencies and percentages are presented in tabular form.
To answer the question of relationship between self-reported cheating and the
perception of transactional distance, the Distance Education Learning Environment
Survey (DELES) was utilized. Higher scores indicate a higher level of instructor support,
student interaction and collaboration, personal relevance, authentic learning, active
learning, and student autonomy. A confirmatory factor analysis was utilized to confirm
the factor structure of the items. For purposes of this study, instructor support and
student autonomy were used as variables described in Moore’s theory of transactional
distance (Moore, 1993). To analyze perceptions of transactional distance and selfreported cheating, logistic regression was utilized. Instructor support and student
autonomy were included as independent variables with the dependent variable being the
dichotomously scored self-report of cheating.
To answer the question about the relationship between perceptions and behavior
of cheating in online classes, the 18-item survey on Cheating Perceptions and Behaviors
was used. Frequencies and percentages are presented in tabular form. For a statistical
analysis, the chi-square test of independence was used to determine if there was a
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significant relationship between perception and engagement (behavior) for each item.
The chi-square test was used to determine if there was a relationship between two
categorical variables by comparing observed versus expected cell frequencies. More
specifically, the chi-square test was used to determine if the proportions of engagement in
cheating were independent of their perception of cheating.
Analysis of Open-ended Questions The data were obtained as written statements
or responses recorded in the online survey and were downloaded into a Microsoft Word
file for analysis, which was conducted according to the general strategies proposed by
Creswell (1998). The researcher reviewed students’ written responses to obtain the sense
of overall data. After studying the recorded student data, the researcher started the coding
process. According to Stake (1995) and Creswell (1998), coding can be defined as the
process of making a categorical aggregation of themes. An in vivo coding strategy was
used. In vivo coding implies that each code comes from the exact words of the
participants. Coding implies the process of grouping the evidence and labeling ideas.
After coding was complete, the ideas were transformed into themes and sub-themes. The
qualitative data are presented through a visual graph and findings were presented as an
integral part of results and discussion as much as possible.
Additionally, in this study each type of data, forced-choice and open-ended, was
reviewed and analyzed to determine how each set of data complements each other.
Validity within this data collection context, as Creswell and Plano-Clark (2007) explain,
involves “the ability of the researcher to draw meaningful and accurate conclusions from
all of the data in the study” (p. 146). For the open-ended questions, themes and
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subthemes supported the survey results in which the qualitative data were used to inform
the quantitative data. Table 3.1 shows research questions and format of data collection
and analysis.
Integrated Data Analysis. Integrated data refers to the integration of survey data
with qualitative themes. When cross examining multiple data sources, each type of data is
reviewed and analyzed. For the cheating scenarios with open-ended questions portion of
the survey, participants’ statements supported their answers to survey questions.
Qualitative data were then used to inform or illustrate the finding of the quantitative data.
The integrated data in this study refers to research question 5: In what ways do the
participants’ beliefs and perceptions of cheating explain what they reported in the survey?
To answer this research question, participants were provided with cheating scenarios and
asked to identify the behaviors in the scenarios as cheating or not cheating, then, explain
why. Table 3.1 shows research questions and format of data collection and analysis.
Ethical Considerations and IRB
Cheating violates the academic policies of most institutions. Asking students to
respond to surveys regarding possible academic misconduct could potentially raise
ethical considerations such as preserving subjects’ identity. Data collection methods and
procedures ensure protection of subjects’ identity, anonymity of responses and
voluntarily participation. Data collection was conducted using strategies that ensured
subjects anonymity. Data presentation format ensured that students could not be
identified.
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Presenting Results
After the study data were downloaded and analyzed, results are presented in the
form of statement summaries, tables and charts. Any quantitative data analysis will be
presented in charts or tables. Data distribution, descriptive statistics will be presented
using charts or graphs.
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Chapter 4
RESULTS
The purpose of the current study was to analyze cheating in online learning, and
students’ perceptions towards cheating at a major Midwestern university. The dependent
variable was self-reported cheating in business online learning. Additional information
was sought from the respondents including demographic variables, cheating perceptions
and behaviors, motivation for cheating/not cheating, and perceptions of others’ cheating,
prevention of cheating, and Distance Education Learning Environment Survey results
(transactional distance section).
Quantitative Data Analysis
Descriptive data. Table 4.1 presents descriptive statistics of participants in this
study. Students’ characteristics are well known to provide critical data when studying
scholastic cheating. Information regarding age, year in school, GPA, major, living
arrangement (e.g., lived on- or off-campus), employment status and number of credit
hours are especially useful to understand the population being studied. For example,
Antion and Michael (1983) found a strong negative relationship between GPA and
cheating.
However, in another study conducted by Beadle (1998) no significant relationship
was found. Many studies have examined gender as a predictor of scholastic cheating and
consistently found that males cheat more than females (Crown & Spiller, 1998; Whitley,
1998). However, other studies have found that females cheat as much as their male
counterpart (McCabe & Trevino, 1996).
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Table 4.1
Demographic Characteristics of Participants
Participants

n

%

105
91

53.7
46.3

Gender

Male
Female

Classification

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Graduate

6
32
68
80
10

3.0
116.5
34.6
40.6
5.3

Geographic Distribution

Domestic
International

180
16

91.7
8.3

Enrollment Status

Full-time
Part-time

184
12

94.0
6.0

Work Status

Full-time
Part-time
Do not work

31
120
45

15.9
61.4
22.7

Living Status

On campus
Off campus

60
136

30.8
69.2

Major

Accountancy
Economics
Finance
Management
Marketing
Other
Undecided

33
12
39
18
18
70
6

16.8
6.1
19.8
9.2
9.2
35.9
3.1

GPA

2.00-249
2.50-2.99
3.00-3.49
3.50-3.99
4.00

3
36
72
81
5

1.5
18.3
36.6
41.2
2.3

Age

19
20-21
22-23
24-29
Over 30

29
79
63
13
12

14.9
40.3
32.1
6.7
6.0
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In this sample, 46% were male and 54% female. Participants were sophomores
(16.5%), juniors (34.6%) and seniors (40.6%), and a small percentage of graduates
(5.3%) with various business majors. Among reported participants, most were domestic
students (93%) with a small percentage being international students (7%). Most
participants were full-time students (93%) and a small percentage of participants were
part-time (7%). The majority of participants lived off campus (62%) while 38% lived on
campus. The majority of participants reported having part-time jobs (61.4%); others held
full-time employment (15.9%), while others did not work (22.7%). Many students were
pursuing a degree in accountancy (16%), economics (6.1%), finance (19.8%),
management (9.2%), marketing (9.2%), other majors (35.9) and undecided (3.1%). The
GPA distribution ranged from 2.00-2.49 (1.5%), 2.50-2.99 (18.3%), 3.00-3.49 (36.6%),
3.50-3.99 (41.2%), and 4.00 (2.3%). Participants’ ages ranged from 19 (14.9%), 2021(40.3%), 22-23 (32.1%), 24-29 (6.7%) and over 30 (6.0%). More details regarding
participants are available on Table 4.1 listed above.
Motivation to cheat. Table 4.2 shows the percentage of students that identified
their motivations for cheating in an online course and ranking the motivations.
Participants were first asked to identify which motivators would be most appropriate for
them to cheat. They were then asked to rank those motivators to cheat from most
important to least important. Lower values indicate a higher ranking. The five most
identified motivators for cheating were time constraints, difficulty of class, difficulty of
exam/paper/assignment, fear of failure, and inadequate preparation for the class.
Difficulty of class was also identified as the most important in terms of ranking (see
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Table 4.2). In Table 4.2, the last column gives the mean rank for each item. The lower
the mean, the more important the items were seen as a motivator to cheat. The two least
identified motivations for cheating were retaking the course and disliking for the teacher.
Dislike of the teacher was also the least important in terms of ranking as a motivator to
cheat (see Table 4.2).
Within Table 4.2, note an “other” category where respondents were given an
opportunity to submit a response as to what motivated them to cheat beyond the 11
reasons listed. Examples provided included the teacher not teaching the material, students
felt it easier to cheat, and students didn’t feel material was worth knowing. Sample
answers included:


“I don't think the work is beneficial or a productive use of my time”



“Memorization of large number of formulas was tedious, unnecessary to
understanding the material”



“Bored with the class/thought the assignments were pointless”



“It was faster and easier to cheat than figure out the problems or read the
book.”
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Table 4.2
Motivations for Cheating and Ranking
95% Confidence Interval
for Percentages (M ± SE)

Rank

%

Lower

Upper

M (SD)

Difficulty of class

49.7

42.7

56.7

2.8 (1.7)

Time constraints

48.7

41.7

55.7

3.1 (2.2)

Difficulty of exam/paper/ assignment

45.7

38.7

52.7

3.8 (1.8)

Fear of failure

41.6

34.7

48.5

5.3 (2.9)

I didn’t adequately prepare

40.1

33.2

47.0

4.2 (2.0)

To help a friend

27.4

21.2

33.7

7.4 (2.7)

Had to pass the class: major or scholarship

23.4

17.4

29.3

6.0 (2.5)

Pressure from parents/ family

13.7

8.9

18.5

7.8 (1.7)

Other

11.2

6.8

15.6

10.0 (2.8)

Didn’t like the teacher

7.1

3.5

10.7

8.0 (1.8)

Retaking the class

6.6

3.1

10.1

7.6 (2.0)

Suggestions for deterring cheating. Table 4.3 shows the percentage of students
that identify factors that are most likely to be preventions to cheating. The table reveals
that if the instructor used a proctor for examinations and if the instructor checked
bibliographic references as the two most identified as deterrents to cheating with 95%

Table 4.3
Deter Cheating
95% Confidence Interval for
Percentages (M ± 2SE)
I would not cheat. . .

Overall %

Lower

Upper

If the instructor used proctors in online examinations

95.8

93.0

98.6

If the instructor checked bibliographic references in students’ papers

92.3

88.5

96.0

If the instructor provided a study guide or held an online review session before the exams

88.6

84.2

93.1

If the instructor provided copies of prior exams for the class so that we all had the same study
materials

88.6

84.2

93.1

If the instructor wrote fair exams and homework

86.9

82.2

91.6

If the insructor cared about my learning

85.0

80.0

90.0

If the tests were open book and open notes

85.0

80.0

90.0

If I felt the material in the course was important to my future career

84.4

79.4

89.5

If the instructor knewmy name

83.2

78.0

88.5

If the instructor and the class discussed and agreed upon what constitute cheating in this
course

81.4

76.0

86.9

If the instructor used multiple versions of the online exam randomly to students

80.1

74.5

85.7

If the instructor stressed how other people are hurt by my cheating

77.7

71.9

83.5

If the instructor encouraged students to be honest during the class

76.0

70.1

82.0

If instructor discussed the penalities for cheating in this class

74.9

68.8

80.9
Table 4.3 continues
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Table 4.3 continued
95% Confidence Interval for
Percentages (M ± 2SE)
I would not cheat. . .

Overall %

Lower

Upper

If the instructor allowed us to work in groups on homework

74.9

68.8

80.9

If the instructor put more essay question on exams

74.3

68.1

80.4

If the institution provided a telphone hotline for reporting cheating

74.3

68.1

80.4

If the instructor discussed the institution’s penalities for cheating

73.2

67.0

79.4

If the instructor discussed the importance of ethical behavior at the beginning of the term

72.5

66.2

78.7

If the institution had an honor code that clearly described what constitute cheating and
penalities for cheating

70.2

63.8

76.6

If online classes were smaller

64.3

57.6

71.0
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and 92% of the students agreeing, respectively. These data suggest that plagiarism and
cheating on examinations could be the most common cheating practices in school.
Within the sample, 70.2% reported honor codes would stop them from cheating.
Transactional distance. To answer the question of relationship between selfreported cheating and the perception of transactional distance, the Distance Education
Learning Environment Survey (DELES) was utilized. Higher scores indicated higher
levels of instructor support, student interaction and collaboration, personal relevance,
authentic learning, active learning, and student autonomy. For purposes of this study,
instructor support and student autonomy were used as variables described in Moore’s
theory of transactional distance (Moore, 1993).
A principle-components factor analysis of the 13 items was conducted, with the
two factors explaining 49% of the variance. All items had factor loadings over 0.5. The
factor-loading matrix for this solution is presented in Table 4.4. The factor labels
proposed by Walker (2005) suited the extracted factors and were retained. Internal
consistency was examined for each of the scales using Cronbach’s alpha. The alphas
were 0.82 for Instructor Support (8 items) and 0.86 for Student Autonomy (5 items).
To analyze perceptions of transactional distance and self-reported cheating,
logistic regression was executed. Instructor support and student autonomy were included
as independent variables with the dependent variable being the dichotomously scored
self-report of cheating. Table 4.5 shows the means and standard deviations for each
transactional distance variable split by self-reported cheating.
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Table 4.4
Factor Loadings based on a Principle Components Analysis for the 13 Items from
DELES
Component
Instructor Support
If I have an inquiry, the instructor finds time to
respond.

.744

The instructor helps me identify problem areas in my
study.

.619

The instructor responds promptly to my questions.

.732

The instructor gives me valuable feedback on my
assignments.

.602

The instructor adequately addresses my questions.

.733

The instructor encourages my participation.

.572

It is easy to contact the instructor.

.704

The instructor provides me positive and negative
feedback on my work.

.613

Student Autonomy

I make decisions about my learning.

.647

I work during times I find convenient.

.748

I am in control of my learning.

.759

I play an important role in my learning.

.758

I approach learning in my own way.

.732
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Table 4.5
Description of Respondent Data Set for Cheating and Transactional Distance
Instructor Support
Do you Cheat? (Self-reported)

Student Autonomy

M

SD

M

SD

Yes

25.87

5.26

21.59

2.71

No

27.67

9.81

22.67

2.31

Summary

25.91

5.49

21.46

2.97

Upon executing the logistic regression, the statistical significance of individual
regression coefficients (i.e., β’s) was tested using the Wald chi-square statistic (see Table
4.6). It was found that both instructor support and student autonomy were not significant
(p > .05) predictors of self-reported cheating in an online course, with p = 0.624 and p =
0.536, respectively.

Table 4.6
Logistic Regression Analyses Predicting Cheating from Instructor Support and Student
Autonomy
eẞ

Wald’s
ẞ

SEẞ

χ2

df

p

(odds ratio)

8.37

6.24

1.80

1

0.179

NA

Instructor Support

-0.05

0.11

0.24

1

0.624

0.95

Student Autonomy

-0.16

0.25

0.38

1

0.536

0.86

Constant
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Perceptions and behavior of cheating. Table 4.7 shows percentages of
perceptions of the 17 cheating behaviors and severity of such behaviors. It also shows
the means and standard deviations for the perceived severity of the behavior. Table 4.8
shows percentages of self-reported incidence of engagement in certain behaviors. The
final column in Table 4.8 identifies the mean of self-reported engagement in the
behavior. The items were on a 1 to 5 scale with 5 indicating higher frequency of
engagement. Looking at Tables 4.7 and 4.8 in conjunction, one can see a trend for most
items in that the perception of a behavior deemed to be cheating is higher than its
incidence of cheating. For those items with a lower percentage of perceived cheating, the
incidence of cheating was high.
To determine if there was a relationship between cheating perceptions and
behavior (incidence), chi-square tests of independence were computed. The chi-square
test was used to determine if there is a relationship between two categorical variables by
comparing observed versus expected cell frequencies. An assumption of the chi-square
test is that cell counts have an expected value of 5 or more. Several of the tests had
expected cell counts less than 5. The Fisher’s exact test was used to correct for this
assumption violation. Table 4.9 shows the results of the chi-square and Fisher’s exact
tests. The Fisher’s exact column indicates the p-value for the test. For tests where the
assumption of cell counts greater than 5, only the Fisher’s exact test is displayed. Of the
17 cheating behaviors in Table 4.9, 12 items had a significant association between
perception and incidence of cheating. A significant association is interpreted as one in

Table 4.7
Perceptions of Cheating and Cheating Severity
95% Confidence Interval for Percentages
(M ± SE)
Lower

94.1

90.8

97.4

---

Send pictures of exam questions to others

97.0

94.6

99.4

4.5 (0.9)

Use electronic notes stored on devices during exam (e.g., cell
phone)

96.4

93.9

99.0

4.1 (1.2)

Taking pictures of exam questions

94.0

90.7

97.3

4.3 (1.0)

Use notes stored on laptop while taking exam

94.0

90.7

97.4

4.1 (1.2)

Buy written papers from Websites

93.5

90.0

96.9

4.4 (1.0)

Copying from Internet without citing sources

89.9

85.7

94.2

3.4 (1.3)

Receiving e-mail with answers to quizzes

89.3

85.0

93.6

3.6 (1.2)

Search Internet for answers to exam questions

81.5

76.1

87.0

3.5 (1.4)

Send pictures of answers to homework questions to friends

80.2

74.7

85.8

3.2 (1.4)

Sending e-mail with answers to friends

78.9

73.2

84.6

3.2 (1.3)

Use copy and paste function to copy materials from friends

73.7

67.5

79.8

2.9 (1.3)

Receiving e-mail with answers to homework

71.0

64.7

77.4

2.8 (1.3)

Search Internet for answers to quiz question

60.9

54.1

67.8

2.7 (1.4)

Receive electronic notes on graded assignments or projects

21.6

15.8

27.3

1.8 (1.2)

Search Internet for answers to homework questions

21.0

15.3

26.7

1.8 (1.1)

Share personal notes via e-mail to help a friend with homework

19.6

14.1

25.2

1.7 (1.1)

Copying from Internet citing sources

18.5

13.0

23.9

1.7 (1.2)

Any cheating

Upper

Severity M (SD)
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% Cheat

Table 4.8
Incidents of Cheating and Engagement in Cheating
95% Confidence Interval for Percentages
(M ± SE)

95.8

93.0

98.6

---

Search Internet for answers to homework questions

87.0

82.3

91.7

3.6 (1.5)

Copying from Internet citing sources

85.9

81.0

98.8

3.6 (1.5)

Share personal notes via e-mail to help a friend with homework

73.3

67.1

79.5

2.8 (1.5)

Copying from Internet without citing sources

62.4

55.6

69.2

1.9 (1.0)

Search Internet for answers to quizzes 1questions

59.1

52.3

66.0

2.4 (1.6)

Receiving e-mail with answers to homework

58.8

51.9

65.7

2.1 (1.3)

Receive electronic notes on graded assignments or projects

53.1

46.1

60.1

2.3 (1.5)

Sending e-mail with answers to friends

41.8

34.9

48.7

1.8 (1.2)

Use copy and paste function to copy materials from friends

37.9

31.1

44.7

1.8 (1.2)

Search Internet for answers to exam questions

34.8

28.1

41.4

1.8 (1.3)

Receiving e-mail with answers to quizzes

32.1

25.6

38.7

1.6 (1.1)

Send pictures of answers to homework questions to friends

26.4

20.2

32.6

1.5 (1.0)

Use notes stored on laptop while taking exam

14.9

9.9

19.9

1.3 (0.9)

Use electronic notes stored on devices during exam (e.g., cell
phone)

14.8

9.8

19.8

1.3 (0.8)

Taking pictures of exam questions

11.0

6.6

15.4

1.2 (0.7)

Send pictures of exam questions to others

8.5

4.6

12.4

1.2 (0.7)

Buy written papers from Websites

6.7

3.2

10.2

1.1 (0.6)
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Lower

Any cheating

Upper

Engagement in
M (SD)

% Cheat

Table 4.9
Perceptions versus Behavior of Cheating
χ2

p-value

Fisher’s exacta

Perception versus Behavior
Copying from Internet without citing sources

.710

Copying from Internet citing sources

.012b

Receiving e-mail with answers to homework

12.654

<.001

Receiving e-mail with answers to quizzes

22.126

<.001

Sending e-mail with answers to friends

10.289

.001

Taking pictures of exam questions

.119

Send pictures of exam questions to others

.238

Send pictures of answers to homework questions to friends

13.067

<.001

Buy written papers from Websites

.999

Use electronic notes stored on devices during exam (e.g., cell phone)

.060

Use notes stored on laptop while taking exam

.04b

Search Internet for answers to homework questions

.006b

Search Internet for answers to quizzes 1questions

15.101

<.001

Search Internet for answers to exam questions

19.670

<.001
.005b

Share personal notes via e-mail to help a friend with homework

a

5.969

.015

Use copy and paste function to copy materials from friends

24.451

<.001

Fisher’s exact test is used when cell counts have an expected value less than 5
significant at the .05 level of significance
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b

Receive electronic notes on graded assignments or projects
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which the two variables are related to each other. For example, for the item asking about
“receiving e-mail with answers to quizzes,” perception and incidence were found to have
a significant association with χ2(1) = 12.654, p < .001. Thus, perception and incidence for
this item were dependent, or related. Looking at Figure 4.1, it can be seen that of the
participants who believed this behavior to not be cheating, 93% acknowledged
engagement in such activity at least one time. Of the rough 32% of respondents that
believed such behavior was considered cheating (see Table 4.8), only 28% admitted to
engagement in such activity.

Figure 4.1. Perceptions versus incidence of cheating for receiving e-mail with answers to
quizzes.

To look at an example of an item/behavior that did not have a significant
association between perception and behavior would be “Copying from Internet without
citing sources.” Looking at Table 4.8, 62% of the students admitted to engaging in such
behavior at least once. As can be seen in Figure 4.2, the percentage breakdown for
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Figure 4.2. Perceptions versus incidence of cheating for copying from Internet without
citing sources

perception (Is it cheating?) and incidence/engagement is similar. Seventy-one percent of
students that perceived copying from the Internet without citing sources as not cheating
admitted to the behavior. Sixty-two percent of the students that perceived copying from
the Internet without citing sources as cheating admitted to engagement in such behavior.
Another item/behavior of note was “buying written papers from Web sites.” Of
the 94% of respondents that perceived such behavior as cheating (see Table 4.7), 25%
admitted to buying written papers from websites. This means that of the 196
respondents, about 184 perceived it to be cheating and 46 admitted to buying a written
paper from a website at least once. In addition, of the 6% of the respondents that
perceived such behavior as not cheating, 17% admitted to buying a written paper from a
website at least once. The percentage breakdown across perception of cheating was
similar across the item. Therefore, there was no significant association between
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perception and incidence for this item with p = .999 for the Fisher’s Exact test. Further
graphs representing the other items may be found in Appendix J.

Figure 4.3. Perceptions versus incidence of cheating for buying written papers from
websites.

Open-ended Question Results
Qualitative data in this study refers to students’ responses to several open ended
questions included in the survey instrument. The qualitative data were obtained as written
statements or responses recorded in the online survey and were downloaded into a
Microsoft Word file for analysis, which was conducted according to the general strategies
proposed by Creswell (1998). The researcher reviewed students’ written responses to
obtain the sense of overall data. After studying the recorded student data, the researcher
started the coding process. According to Stake (1995) and Creswell (1998), coding can be
defined as the process of making a categorical aggregation of themes. An in vivo coding
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strategy was used. In vivo coding implies that each code comes from the exact words of
the participants. Coding is the process of grouping the evidence and labeling ideas. In
some of the cases, after coding was complete, the ideas were transformed into themes and
sub-themes. Qualitative data results are presented in the form of themes. Findings are
presented as integral part of results and discussion.
To answer the question of what motivates students to cheat in online courses, two
questions were used to assess their reason or motivation. The first question asked what
motivated subjects to cheat. Subjects were then asked to select all motivators from nine
response options. The second question asked why the participants decided not to cheat.
This was an open-ended question that was qualitatively analyzed by grouping common
terms, words or concepts into categories. Below are several themes or categories that
emerged from students’ responses to the question “What do you think is the most
common form of cheating in online courses?”
The first category relates to direct cheating, which relates to instances of cheating
where students engage in copying from or exchanging with others (exam questions or
answers, homework, quiz, paper, etc.).
The second category refers to technology assisted cheating where students use the
Internet or other technologies (e.g., Google, cellphone, social networks, etc.) to locate,
store, share and use information when they are not supposed to. Finally the third category
is called collaborative cheating where students work together on school projects,
assignments or exams that are supposed to be an individual effort.
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Figure 4.4 shows the three major categories identified by qualitative analysis.
Each category holds samples of ideas, words or concepts that emerged from participants’
qualitative statements or responses to the related question.
Qualitative data suggest that participants view of cheating vary according to
moral and social values. Participants’ responses to “Define cheating” were grouped into
two major categories: moral and social. These categories emerged also from connections
made to student data from different questions in the survey. Examples of definitions of
cheating related to moral ethics included:


“Breaking the student code of conduct.”



“Doing anything that is against the given set of rules.”



“Is doing the wrong thing knowing its wrong.”



“Using work that isn't your own for personal benefit.”

Examples of definitions of cheating related to social ethics included:


“Is what everybody does in school to get what they need.”



“Is doing the wrong thing knowing its wrong. Is doing what your friends are
doing.”

Participants’ definition of cheating was often linked to moral or social values
according to qualitative data. For example, 67% of participants agreed that receiving
electronic notes or graded assignments from others constituted cheating, still 63%
admitted to doing this. This suggests that moral values might not be good predictors of
ethics in the academic setting. Knowing that certain action or behavior was wrong did not
stop participants from engaging in such action or behavior. Students’ perception of
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cheating as a social driven behavior suggested that peer and academic environment play a
significant role on students’ ethical views and behaviors. Figure 4.5 is a graphical
representation of participants’ definition of what cheating meant.
According to additional qualitative data provided by participants, online students
rely heavily on the Internet, materials from previous online courses and other
unauthorized resources (e.g., friends, textbooks, notes) to cheat in online courses. The
Internet seems to play the key role since searching or Googling for answers, sharing and
accessing materials for answers were cited as the most common forms of cheating (see
Figure 4.6).

Figure 4.5. Qualitative analysis of respondents’ definitions of cheating.
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 Allow tests/exams
to be taken only in
testing centers.
 Use proctored
exams and quizzes.
 Give only proctored
exams that they
can't cheat on
 Test students in
testing centers
 Have exams or
quizzes at the
testing center
 Have the students
take tests in a
testing center oncampus rather than
at home.
 Increase amount of
proctored
assignments
 Limit the
testing/quizzes to
proctored areas
only
 Proctor quizzes and
exams

 Clarify the
definition of
cheating in their
courses.
 Define what
cheating means
to them for their
course.
 Spell out
expectations














Change tests banks
Change up material
Change their tests
Create multiple versions
of tests and quizzes
Revise every semester to
eliminate the utility of
Question Banks.
Give out different
assignments
Rotate test questions or
have more of them.
Have timed quizzes and
tests
Have a better algorithm
for test questions that
would not repeat
themselves as much so
that it is harder for
students to find the
answers to these questions
online or from different
sources.
Increase question variety.
Make the time on the quiz
shorter so the student can't
have time to look at the
book or note.

 Encourage students
to work together. It
can be difficult at
times if you have a
question and you
feel like there is no
one to turn to ask for
help except search
the Internet.
 Give homework that
is worth less points
that they can do at
home with notes and
help from friends.
 Give the option for
group quizzes and
homework. Working
with a group forces
you to take time to
take the quiz, and
actually could help
improve learning
and the grasp of the
information at hand.

Figure 4.6. Qualitative analysis of participants’ responses to common forms of cheating
in online courses and sample quotes from respondents.
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Integrated Data Results
Qualitative and quantitative methods used in conjunction may provide
complementary data sets that together give a more complete picture than can be obtained
using either method singly (Tripp-Reimer, 1985). Complementary approaches seek
elaboration, enhancement, illustration, or clarification of the results from one method
with the results from the other method (Greene, 1987; Mark & Shortland, 1987; Rossman
& Wilson, 1985). Traditionally, triangulation is employed when integrating quantitative
and qualitative data. However, for the purpose of answering research question 5,
qualitative analysis was used to both assist and clarify results found in the quantitative
analyses. Data were collected through a question in the survey. The question included
behaviors or scenarios and asked participants to identify the behaviors as cheating or not
cheating. Additionally, participants were asked to explain their answer. Figure 4.7
illustrates the integration of the quantitative and qualitative data. Tables 4.10 and 4.11
display how quantitative and qualitative data were integrated.

Figure 4.7. Visual Representation of Integrated Data Analysis Procedure.
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Using the qualitative data collected, the researcher was able to enhance the
understanding of cheating perceptions versus incidence (behavior). Open-ended
responses were found to be helpful when attempting to justify why a certain behavior was
deemed cheating or not. Examples of such responses included “copying from Internet
without citing sources.” About 90% of respondents considered “copying from the
Internet without citing sources” as cheating and 62% admitted to engaging in such
behavior. However, no qualitative responses provided an explanation for this (see Table
4.10).
Additional response provided by participants was for “searching the Internet for
the answers to exam questions.” Over 80% of respondents agreed that this behavior was
considered cheating. However, about 35% admitted to having engaged in such behavior.
Some of the excuses provided by respondents included:


“If it is an at home exam that isn't proctored it is understood by students that
ANY and ALL resources are fair game.”



“If not proctored, everything is fair game.”



“Your teacher left it open as a possibility.”

From these responses, it can be concluded that some respondents felt that if they
were able or had the ability to, using the Internet to find answers on exams was not
cheating.
When examining qualitative responses to behaviors, it appeared that participants
were more willing to justify cheating on homework as compared to quizzes and exams.
One participant noted that receiving e-mail with answers to homework was “like a study
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group.” In addition, some participants shifted the responsibility for cheating to
professors. For example, several students noted that it was the “professors’ jobs to change
the assignments.”
The shift of responsibility to the course instructor as a justification for cheating
was a theme throughout many of the behaviors. For example, “receiving e-mail answers
to quizzes,” 32% admitted to having done such behavior. Justification for one respondent
was that “if the teachers didn’t want that to happen they could make them unavailable off
the Internet” (see Table 4.10). Roughly 70% of the respondents did not engage in
“receiving e-mail answers to quizzes” and this was reflected in the responses provided.
“Quizzes are to be done on your own” and “It is designed to test your knowledge not
your ability to search.”
“Sending e-mails with answers to friends” also revealed the shift of responsibility
theme. For example, it was noted that “if the instructor doesn’t want you to know past
questions, don’t reuse them.” However, 60% of the respondents felt sending e-mails with
answers was “an unfair advantage.” Another theme that emerged from homework
behaviors was that “you were not cheating, you are helping someone cheat.”
In conclusion, based upon the responses given by respondents, themes emerged
for excuses or reasons given for engaging in cheating behavior. Themes included using
all resources available and shifting the responsibility onto the professor. Several
respondents gave no reason why they engaged in cheating behavior. Of the reasons
provided to cheat, it appears students can rationalize their behavior even though they
know it to be wrong.

Table 4.10
Perception versus Incidence of Cheating and Quotes from Participants
Perception Incidence

Quotes from Participants

%

%

Reasons is and is NOT cheating

Send pictures of exam questions to
others

97.0

8.5

Use electronic notes stored on devices
during exam (e.g., cell phone)

96.4

14.8

Definition of cheating
Depends if open notes are allowed on exam

Taking pictures of exam questions

94.0

11.0

If instructor wants you to have questions he will give them to you
As long as you don’t distribute it and only use it to study later on

Use notes stored on laptop while taking
exam

94.0

14.9

Only cheating if laptop was not allowed for the exam
This is very common even on proctored exams. Nobody is watching the
computer screen.

Buy written papers from Websites

93.5

6.7

Copying from Internet without citing
sources

89.9

62.4

Receiving e-mail with answers to
quizzes

89.3

32.1

Its plagiarism
Citing is necessary
Didn’t give credit
Quizzes are to be done on your own
It is designed to test your knowledge not your ability to search
If a friend can teach you better than an instructor, might as well use them
If the teachers didn’t want that to happen they could make them unavailable to
take off the Internet

Search Internet for answers to exam
questions

81.5

34.8

Exams are there to test what you know, not what google knows

Unfair advantage to those students
If you can’t have the copy of the test your teacher is doing that to protect their
test and you should respect that
Though this is wrong, you care not cheating. You are helping someone cheat.

It is not your work
It is plagiarism
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Table 4.10 continues

Table 4.10 continued
Perception Incidence

Quotes from Participants

%

Reasons is and is NOT cheating

Send pictures of answers to homework
questions to friends

80.2

26.4

I am not helping my friends to learn anything
Helping your friends out
You can usually find it online anyways

Sending e-mail with answers to friends

78.9

41.8

Sending the answers is cheating but sending instructions to find them is not
That isn’t fair to the other students who aren’t able to get the same help
If the instructor doesn’t want you to know past questions don’t reuse them

Use copy and paste function to copy
materials from friends

73.7

37.9

Copying is cheating
As long as the friends are OK with it, it is not plagiarism
They aren’t doing their own original work

Receiving e-mail with answers to
homework

71.0

58.8

Search Internet for answers to quizzes
questions

60.9

59.1

The answers haven’t increased understanding and are therefore cheating
Unless it specifically says that you can’t work together, there is no reason why
you can’t approach friends for help
It’s like a study group
I figure if I’m taking a quiz at home then I can use whatever I want to take it
Same as looking in textbook

Receive electronic notes on graded
assignments or projects

21.6

53.1

Just more resources
Professors job to change assignments
Unfair advantage

Search Internet for answers to
homework questions

21.0

87.0

If you are specifically looking for the answers and not HOW to SOLVE the
problem it is cheating
Available resources are fair game

Share personal notes via e-mail to help
a friend with homework

19.6

73.3

Cheats them out of time and learning required by course
One of many sources
It depends on if the assignments are all the same

Copying from Internet citing sources

18.5

85.9

Need to put it into quotes
Can’t copy without using quotation marks
As long as you correctly cite, there’s no problem
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Chapter 5
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
The purpose of this study was to analyze cheating behaviors in an online
environment, and determine students’ perceptions regarding cheating and what motivated
them to cheat. More specifically, these additional factors were analyzed: (a) what factors
students felt would minimize cheating, (b) what the relationship was between a student’s
perception of transactional distance and decision to cheat, and (c) what the relationship
was between perception and behavior in student cheating. The focus of this study led to
the following research questions:
1. What motivates students to cheat in online courses?
2. What factors do students feel minimize cheating in online courses?
3. What is the relationship between a student’s perception of transactional
distance and their decision to engage in cheating?
4. What is the relationship between students’ perception and behaviors toward
cheating in online courses?
5. In what ways do the participants’ reactions or beliefs about cheating explain
what they reported in the survey results?
The first step before proceeding with the discussion, the validity or truthfulness of
the results must be analyzed. With a response rate of about 16%, a nonresponse bias
analysis was used to determine if the results could be trusted.
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Nonresponse Bias
The response rate of a survey is defined as the number of completed surveys
divided by the total number of eligible in the sample (Kviz, 1977; Groves, 1989; Locker,
2000). A high response rate from any sample is essential for the data to be representative
of the entire population (Fink, 1995; Tambor et al., 1993). The literature recommends
that unless response rates are high, it is wise to investigate nonresponse bias in terms of
demographic or attitudinal variables (McCarthy & MacDonald, 1997; Weisberg,
Krosnick, & Bowen, 1996). If the non-respondents differ from the respondents, then the
biases can invalidate the survey results (Lohr, 1999). If the nonresponse is not due to
survey design or to any particular variable measured within the sample (e.g., gender, age,
location), then the non-respondents are said to be missing at random (Little & Rubin,
2002). Therefore they can be ignored and the respondents can be used as a representative
sample of the population (Lohr, 1999). Cognitive and social processes have been
recognized as influencing respondent behavior (Wentland & Smith, 1993), but these
characteristics are likely to be unknown to the researcher.
Low response rates do not automatically suggest bias. When respondent
characteristics are representative of non-respondents, low rates of return are not biasing
(Dillman, 2000; Krosnick, 1999). Estimating non-response is a challenge given that the
identity of non-respondents is unknown in most cases (Dey, 1997). Though limited
demographic information is sometimes available, these data may not reveal the
uniqueness of non-respondents in terms of how they would have responded to survey
items. To estimate non-response, researchers have proposed associating individuals who
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respond later in administration of the survey with non-respondents. This group of later
respondents is then compared with the early respondents to determine bias (Johnson,
Beaton, Murphy, & Pike, 2000; Smith, 1983).
Wave analysis. To determine if the sample results presented in this study are
valid with the issue of non-response bias due to low response rate, the researcher
conducted a wave and follow-up approach analysis. The wave analysis was conducted in
two pieces. In the first piece, groups were identified as early and late respondents. Early
respondents were identified as those that completed the survey after the first e-mail
notification and before the first reminder e-mail. On time respondents were then
identified as those respondents that completed the survey after the first reminder or
second e-mail (third if you count pre-notification e-mail). In the second wave analysis,
groups were identified as early and late respondents. Early respondents were identified
the same as previously defined. Late respondents were then identified as those
respondents that completed the survey after the second reminder or third e-mail
notification. The wave analysis involved comparing the two sets of groups on several
key variables to determine if differences exist. If the differences were substantial, then
the researcher must be suspect as to the external validity of the results. Variables
compared were demographics and several key variables that were used in answering the
research questions. Output for the wave analysis is found in Appendix K.
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Late Group
Early Group

On Time
Group

time

pre-notification
e-mail

survey
e-mail
(week 1)

1st e-mail
reminder
(week 2)

2nd e-mail
reminder
(week 3)

3rd e-mail
reminder
(week 4)

Figure 5.1. Timeline for defining groups for wave analysis.

Demographic variables were broken down across early, on time, and late
respondents (see Table K.1). The chi-square test was used to determine if there is a
significant relationship between a demographic variable and grouping variables of early
versus on time respondents (see Table K.2) and early versus late respondents (see Table
K.3). Several of the tests had expected values of less than 5. For these instances, the
Fisher’s exact test was used to correct for the low count violation of the chi-square test
assumption. Of the nine demographic variables identified, only year in school
(classification) was found to be significantly different for early and on time respondents
with Fisher’s p = .037. It appeared that more juniors were classified as on time
respondents. There were no significant associations for the nine demographic variables
between early and late respondents.
The 11 motivations to cheat identified previously were broken down by early, on
time, and late respondents (see Table K.4). The percentage displayed for each motivation
shows the percentage of respondents that identified the item as a motivator to cheat.
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Respondents were allowed to select more than one motivation. Chi-square and Fisher’s
exact tests were conducted to determine if there were significant relationships between
motivations and the grouping variables of early versus on time respondents and early
versus late respondents. Of the 11 motivators identified, none were significantly different
for early versus on time respondents (see Table K.5) and early versus late respondents
(see Table K.6).
The 17 behaviors for incidence of cheating were broken down by early, on time,
and late respondents (see Table K.7). Of the 17 items, only “sending pictures of exam
questions to others” was found to be significantly different for early versus on time
respondents (see Table K.8). A significantly larger percentage of later respondents
admitted to having done this. A significant relationship was found between three items
for early versus late respondents (see Table K.9). “Taking pictures of exam questions,”
“sending pictures of exam questions to others,” and “sending pictures of answers to
homework questions to friends” were all found to have a significantly larger percentage
of late respondents admitting to such behavior with Fisher’s p = .004, p = .003, and
χ2(1) = 4.406, p = .036, respectively. A higher percentage of the late respondents
admitted to such behavior of the three items. In addition, the overall incidence of selfreported cheating was not significantly different between early versus on time
respondents and early versus late respondents.
Mean and standard deviations for the two transactional distance variables,
instructor support and student autonomy, were broken down by early, on time, and late
respondents (see Tables K.10 and K.11). Using independent t-tests, there was no
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significant difference between early versus on time respondents and early versus late
respondents for instructor support and student autonomy (see Tables K.10 and K.11).
Type I error rate was controlled for using a simple Bonferonni correction on alpha. The
significance level was divided by the number of comparison. In this case, alpha was
divided by 2 to obtain a corrected alpha of .025.
With so few instances of significance being found among several key variables
used in the wave analyses when comparing early and late respondents, one can claim that
the sample of respondents (early and late) are representative of the target population
(Armstrong & Overton, 1977; Bose, 2001; Israel, 1992). Again, this is based on the
assumption that on time and late respondents were representative of non-respondents.
Follow-up approach. In a follow-up approach to analyzing nonresponse bias,
another survey was conducted with participants sampled from previous non-respondents.
As previously done in the wave analysis, several key variables were then compared based
upon grouping as respondent or non-respondent. When comparing respondent to nonrespondent, non-respondent refers to participants that were not in the original sample of
respondents. To perform this analysis, the researcher sent a copy of the original e-mail
with a link to the survey to the original listserve used in identification of the sample. To
help insure no duplication of respondent completion, participants were asked not to
complete the survey if they had previously done so. In addition, e-mail addresses were
checked to ensure no duplicate e-mails were given from the original sampling. Upon
review, no duplicate or similar e-mails were found to be present in the non-respondent
sample. Thus, the researcher concluded that the non-respondent sample did not contain
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respondents from the original sample. Twenty-nine participants comprised the nonrespondent sample of the 1,000 of the original non-respondents. Output for the follow-up
approach analysis is found in Appendix L.
Demographic variables were broken down across respondents and nonrespondents (see Table L.1). The chi-square test was used to determine if there is a
significant relationship between demographic variables and grouping variable of
respondents versus non-respondents. Several of the tests had expected values of less than
5. For these instances, the Fisher’s exact test was used to correct for the low count
violation of the chi-square test. Of the nine demographic variables identified, none were
found to be significantly different for respondents versus non-respondents (see Table
L.2).
The 11 motivations to cheat identified previously were broken down by
respondents and non-respondents (see Table L.3). The percentage displayed for each
motivation identifies the percentage of participants that identified the item as a motivator
to cheat. Participants were allowed to select more than one motivation. Chi-square and
Fisher’s exact tests were conducted to determine if there were significant relationships
between motivations and the grouping variable of respondents versus non-respondents.
Of the 11 motivators identified, none were significantly different for respondents and
non-respondents (see Table L.4). The other category is listed in the tables but the number
of responses varied thus making statistical analysis difficult.
The 17 behaviors for incidence of cheating were broken down by respondents and
non-respondents (see Table L.5). Of the 17 items, none were found to be significantly
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different for respondents versus non-respondents (see Table L.6). In addition, the overall
incidence of self-reported cheating was found not to be significantly different between
respondents and non-respondents.
Mean and standard deviations for the two transactional distance variables,
instructor support and student autonomy, were broken down by respondents and nonrespondents (see Table L.7). Using independent t-tests, there was no significant
difference between respondents and non-respondents for instructor support and student
autonomy (see Table L.7). Type I error rate was controlled for using a simple
Bonferonni correction on alpha. The significance level was divided by the number of
comparison. In this case, alpha was divided by 2 to obtain a corrected alpha of .025.
Motivation to Cheat
Respondents were asked to identify possible motivations or reasons that one
might have had to cheat. The top reasons for cheating were time constraints, difficulty of
class, inadequate preparation, and fear of failure. As for time constraints, one student
commented that “Time= Money. Less time= better.” Another comment was “It was
faster to look it up than to figure out the problems or read the book.” Other comments
about difficulty of the class being a motivation included specifics about having to
memorize numerous formulas. It is clear that most students viewed cheating as a valid
way of staying ahead and dealing with school stress. However, student data showed
evidence that many of the cheating instances could be happening due to
misunderstanding. For example, several participants stated that reusing their own papers
from past classes was not cheating since they were the original authors. This is consistent
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with previous findings (e.g., Lanier, 2006) who reported that students are less likely to
engage in cheating if policies are effectively communicated and understood. Students
must be informed of penalties and enforcement due to unethical practices in schoolwork.
Additionally many students agreed that helping others or getting help with homework or
other assignments was “collaboration,” not cheating. It might be that most students have
a clear understanding regarding the nature and policy for examinations, but not for other
types of schoolwork or assignments. However, the majority of participants agreed that
helping others or getting help with exams was unethical. This is consistent with existing
findings (Ashworth, Bannister, & Thorne, 1997; Pincus & Schmelkin, 2003). These facts
suggest that online students are often unclear, uncertain or misinformed regarding faculty
expectations, course rules or university policies. There might be a link between elements
of transactional distance and students’ engagement with cheating as far as motivation is
concerned. Transactional distance is discussed in detail elsewhere in this section. Finally,
repeating a class and disliking the instructor were not high motivators for subjects to
cheat.
Deter Cheating
Survey results indicate that at least 70% of the respondents identified each item as
a possible deterrent to cheating (see Table 4.3). Checking bibliographies and using
proctors for online exams were identified as the top items for minimizing plagiarism and
cheating on exams. This implies that students are likely to cheat on assignments that
require writing (essays, papers) and testing (exams, quizzes). However, many students
mentioned that proctored exams might not necessarily stop cheaters. A student comment
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was “don’t assume that outside proctors are watching the computer screens.” In fact,
most proctors view as their main responsibility to ensure that the students taking exams
are in fact who they say they are. Not many other measures are in place when testing is
done under proctored conditions outside of a computer testing center. Another student
added, “I look up my notes on my laptop during exams since my proctor doesn’t watch
closely.”
It is suggested that allowing students to use their own laptops or computers during
examinations, even in a proctored environment, could encourage cheating practices since
there is a favorable venue to do so. Students might have class notes and other study
materials stored and easily accessible. This is a case where students can take advantage
of the situation to cheat. Favorable circumstances common on college campuses such as
detection is unlikely, opportunity is high, benefits are high compared to punishment, and
norms favor cheating have been reported by prior research as factors that encourage the
development of a cheating culture on campuses (Wood et al., 1988). Other practical
examples cited by students that increase the likelihood of cheating are proctor
arrangements in large testing centers where the chances of catching cheaters are minimal.
Multiple students indicated that testing centers check students’ IDs, but do not closely
monitor students’ activities on the computer stations. A student added, “I have used my
cell phone at the testing center multiple times to take pictures of exam questions to share
with friends.” This behavior confirms student’s confidence that he/she will not be caught,
which increase perceived benefits of engaging in cheating practices.
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Research by Leung (1995) indicates that increasing the likelihood of punishment
has a greater deterrent effect than an increase in the severity of punishment. According to
Hutton (2006), enforcement by instructor vigilance reduces the probability of cheating;
however, evidence that only 2% of cheaters are caught explains low enforcement of rules
and penalties on cheaters. In this study where 95% of participants reported cheating, only
12% reported being caught. Thus, given the fact that plagiarism and cheating on exams
seem to be the most common cheating practices, practical deterrents of cheating on
exams might include randomization of questions or multiple versions of exams and
plagiarism detection technology. Timed assignments have been noted to help minimize
students’ opportunities to cheat. Numerous studies have suggested similar approaches to
deter academic cheating (Crown & Spiller, 1998; Roig & Ballew, 1994; Whitley, 1998).
In fact, participants’ suggestions included:


“Make the time on the quiz shorter so the student can't have time to look at the
book or note.”



“Exams should be re-written every semester to eliminate the utility of
Question Banks.”



“Change questions for quizzes, homework, and exams.”



“Create multiple versions of tests and quizzes.”



“Change questions on exams and quizzes often. After a short while questions
become very public.”



“Limit the testing/quizzes to proctored areas only.”



“Strict time limits so that you have to know the material and it doesn't give
much time to look around on the Internet for answers.”



“Allow tests/exams to be taken only in testing centers.”
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“Make exams random and proctored. Restrict rules for proctored exams.
Don’t assume proctors are watching exam takers closely outside testing
centers.”



“Change tests and quizzes often if you are concerned about cheating.”



“The proctoring center I feel is the best way to prevent cheating.”

Few studies to date, if any, have reported such high percentage of self-reported
cheating. Current literature has shown cheating rates ranging from 45% to 85%, which
suggests the 95% rate found in this study to be especially alarming. It could be that
students perceived cheating in the online learning environment harder to detect, thus
increasing benefits by engaging in the practice. More research is needed to compare
face-to-face and the online environment for cheating practices. Given that several items
were identified by a large percent of respondents as being cheating, the percentage of
students who admitted cheating was alarming. On the other hand, several items were
identified by a low percent as being cheating, and thus a large proportion of students
admitted to such behaviors. This result suggests there might be misconceptions as far as
what constitutes cheating in online education.
Because online environments are complex and relatively new, participants’ data
revealed the possibility of misconceptions on the students’ part regarding what is right or
wrong as far as ethical conduct. A few examples follow:


“If the assignments are given online that can be taken without being
proctored, I don't believe that using available resources is cheating. Unless
the assignment is a paper of some sort that can be plagiarized.”



“In online courses I think the definition of cheating becomes more blurred. I
stated earlier that I believe cheating is using banned resources, in an online
course there is no banned resources. Being that there are no banned resources
it is hard to say that anything other than stealing someone else’s work is
cheating.”
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Few comments suggested that online learning makes it difficult for one to cheat.
Sample comments:


“But honestly, I think cheating is sometimes harder in online classes with
other students because you don't get to know other students face to face. It's
harder to organize. But I think e-mailing and sharing quiz answers to studying
for tests happens, although if a professor makes them available I don't think
that's cheating.”



“I don't know how somebody would cheat in an online class on tests.
However I do feel the most common way someone might cheat would be to
copy someone's homework.”

The research literature also suggest that to mitigate cheating in online courses
instructors must use clear guidelines for what may constitute cheating. For example,
instructors can display clear policies and expectations in the course syllabus or other
sections of the course. Additionally, instructors should make clear the consequences for
cheating incidents and follow through in the event that a cheating incident is detected.
Participants offered many comments and suggestions that support these as measures to
minimize or eliminate common cheating practices in the academic setting. Sample
comments include:


“Clarify the definition of cheating in their courses. Are we allowed to look
through our notes or use Google during a quiz? If not, quizzes should be done
in testing centers.”



“Define what cheating means to them for their course.”

An additional measure is the adoption of honor codes. McCabe and Bowers
(1994) believe that the presence of honor codes will enforce academic integrity and
dishonesty policy. In the present study, 70% of the participants believed that honor code
would help deter cheating. This is consistent with previous statements about the
effectiveness of honor codes as a measure to foster higher ethics among college students.
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Additionally, McCabe (1993) found that academic integrity is higher in schools where
campuses encourage honesty. There is little evidence to back up this claim and additional
studies are needed in this area to clarify this statement. However, participants’ comments
support this claim:


“Not a whole lot that can be done. Emphasize that the work need to be
without outside help and that in the long run the only person you're hurting is
you. If you don't learn the subject matter in this online class, you'll pay for it
in the next class you'll take when you don't know the information as well as
you should.”



“Last I heard, college age students are considered adults with the free will to
do as they please. If they do not have a strong moral and ethical foundation
(as it relates to cheating) coming into college, chances are they are not going
to change those behaviors in the foreseeable future. The challenge of
controlling untoward behavior like this is not up to the instructor.”

Participants’ experiences, beliefs and reaction to the cheating culture they
currently live in are portrayed in many parts of the data, particularly in their comments or
statements. Participants have provided a descriptive picture of the cheating culture in
their school environment. Participants have also provided advice, based on their own
experience and beliefs, how faculty can contribute to a more positive educational
experience by minimizing unfair advantage. In fact, participants’ suggestions in this
study are already grounded in the research literature. For example, participants suggested
that instructors of online courses should attempt to minimize premature exposure of
assessments and answers to exams. Several studies (e.g., Pincus & Schmelkin, 2003)
found that intentional or not, the exposure of questions and answers are among causes of
cheating.
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Samples of participants’ advice included:


“Minimize time allowed to take exams/ quizzes so that students don't have
time to look up answers that they don't know”



“Make sure the questions aren't on the Internet”



“Make it impossible to go to other webpages while participating in an online
quiz.”



“If you don't want students looking up answers online or sharing than don't
make them available and don't use generic book answers because all of that
can be found online!”



“Define what cheating means to them for their course.”



“Be aware of electronic devices on exams. Make exams random and
proctored. Restrict rules for proctored exams. Don’t assume proctors are
watching exam takers closely outside testing centers.”



“Allow collaboration on school work.”



“Randomize questions and have unique essays that are tailored more personal
viewpoints or experiences to ensure each student must answer individually.”

It is possible that some students are more aware of the scope of the cheating
culture around them than others. Below are statements found in the participants’ data.
These statements could be a valuable asset in discussions regarding academic
misconduct. Faculty, instructors and administrators could use these statements as they
work together on issues related to online teaching and learning, especially when
discussions relate to students’ ethics.


“There isn’t really any way to stop it because of the advances in technology.”



“Not a whole lot that can be done.”



“I don't think it is that big of a deal.”



“I don't think there is much you can do.”
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“Make it more personal, then students would feel guilty if they decided to
cheat.”



“Craft assignments that are worth students’ time.”



“Don't offer your class as online.”



“Don’t have online courses.”



“Encourage students to work together.”



“Randomize questions and have unique essays that are tailored more personal
viewpoints or experiences to ensure each student must answer individually.”



“Don't make the classes so hard that cheating is required in order to pass the
class.”



“Increase question variety. If two students get completely different online
examinations, this is the only way to curb the aforementioned cheating. Other
than that, you could allow the use of textbooks/notes and make the questions
less about memorization or recall and more about interpretation. Both of these
options, however, increase the workload of the online instructor.”

Transactional Distance
For purposes of this study, instructor support and student autonomy were used as
variables described in Moore’s theory of transactional distance. According to Moore
(1993), transactional distance is “a psychological and communication space to be
crossed, a space of potential misunderstanding between the inputs of instructor and those
of the learner.” If learning outcomes in any distance education course are to be
maximized, transactional distance needs to be minimized or shortened.
For this particular study, it was found that instructor support and student
autonomy were not significant predictors of cheating. One possible explanation for this
might be the fact that the sample consisted of respondents who identified themselves as
having cheated in one form or another. Having a dependent variable that is heavily
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favored in one category biases the coefficients toward that category (Real, Barbosa, &
Vargas, 2006). Therefore the statistical results may be biased. Additional research using
Moore’s Theory is needed in online learning to evaluate the applicability of these
variables to other contexts to extend the current analysis.
However, a few comments from participants suggest changes in online teaching
strategies to maximize student gains and overall satisfaction with online learning
environment. These particular comments imply that elements of transactional distance do
impact the students’ motivation to achieve goals, which could potentially lead to
unethical means to achieve desired goals (e.g., higher grade), or question the value of
getting an online education (learning gains). The comments follow:


“Instructors, please make sure your work and materials are well explained to
students, because if not, students most likely prefer to seek farther ways of
learning rather than listening to you which can lead students to cheating. Be
clear on explaining to students on learning the materials.”



“Having better ways to teach us the important material that we are going over.
I know we are to read the chapters which I do, and do the problems, which I
do, however I have a hard time getting the answers. I think that the
presentations that are given for online help but I think they should have better
teaching to them over what we need to know. I do not feel that anything that
is on homework or quizzes is explained at all to me when reading or the
presentations. I work full time and am a full time mom so online courses
work best for me. It is really taking a toll on me because I just am not
understanding much and it really makes me think if going to school is really
worth it.”

Therefore, it is suggested that students’ satisfaction with their online experience
could impact motivation to learn and perceptions towards the effectiveness of online
learning.
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Perceptions and Behavior of Cheating
Data from this study revealed a trend for most items in that the perception of
cheating was higher than incidence (engagement) of cheating. Lower perception of
cheating tended to have higher percentages of incidence. Items that had a high
percentage of perception for cheating tended to have lower percentage of incidence. For
example, sending pictures of exam questions to others had a 97% positive response as
being perceived as cheating. However, only 8.5% admitted to this behavior. Another
example was students’ perceptions towards buying written papers from websites. In this
case 93.5% believed it to be cheating, whereas 6.7% admitted to this practice. In the case
of copying from Internet citing sources, only 18.5% believed this to be cheating, whereas
85.9% admitted to have done this.
One explanation for this discrepancy might be in the interpretation of some of the
items. Definitions of cheating or plagiarism might vary from person-to-person. For
example, some students might consider copying from the Internet an acceptable practice
as long as the sources are cited. In fact, students often agreed that almost anything
affecting exams is considered cheating, the same did not apply to other types of
assessments. Participants believe that exams are individual effort, but other types of work
should be accomplished using a collaborative approach. Sample statements that support
this view follow:


“Encourage students to work together. It can be difficult at times if you have a
question and you feel like there is no one to turn to ask for help except search
the Internet.”
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“Give the option for group quizzes and homework. Working with a group
forces you to take time to take the quiz, and actually could help improve
learning and the grasp of the information at hand.”

Conclusion and Recommendations
The researcher concluded that cheating in online learning is motivated by several
factors including time constraints, difficulty of subject and preparation. This is consistent
with existing literature on scholastics cheating conducted with both online and traditional
students. Results of this study suggest that motivational factors for cheating in online
courses are no different from the well-established factors known in the research literature.
In this study, the researcher found that a large proportion of students admitted to
cheating in online courses based upon the 17 behaviors stated in the discussion section. It
is worthy to note that roughly 95% is based on the behaviors provided to participants.
Cheating can mean different things for different people, situations and contexts. For
example, working with others in a homework assignment might be OK in one course, but
not OK in a different course. The subjective nature of cheating could explain the high
number found in this study (95%) and the inconsistent percentages of cheating reported
in the research literature. The subjective nature of cheating can also explain the lack of
understanding or agreement by both instructors and students on what cheating really
means. Additionally, if a participant engaged in only one of the behaviors provided, the
response was included in the overall percentage. There are few other possible
explanations for this high number. It is possible that online students are more likely to
report cheating practices than traditional students. The anonymous nature of online
surveys could lead students to be more receptive as far as reporting ethical behaviors.
However, additional research is needed to confirm this claim. Another explanation is that
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maybe misconceptions regarding what is right and wrong as far as ethics in the online
environment might have influenced participants’ responses. Thus, the survey content
itself might have influenced students’ responses since it has terms, examples, scenarios
and many concepts and ideas related to ethics in education.
The researcher found that technology enhanced cheating is a common practice
among participants. It is worthy to note that participants’ advice to help minimize
cheating included a warning regarding Internet access during examinations. According to
this study, students are using digital technology to locate and disseminate sensitive
information among peers. This is not surprising since students are now capable of using
the Internet and other devices or tools to cheat on school work. According to the
literature, digital technology is a new trend in college cheating, therefore, results of this
study confirm that technology indeed plays a key role in current cheating practices. It is
possible that existing claims that online learning provides a well-suited venue for
cheating is valid. However, the researcher did not find evidence to confirm this claim. In
fact, several participants stated that, unlike traditional settings, online learning makes it
difficult to form strong networks for organized cheating. Other participants mentioned
not being able to conceptualize cheating in online learning, unless cheating meant
plagiarizing. It is possible that not all students are aware of or part of the cheating culture
widely reported.
Given current state of academic misconduct, it is fair to say that integrity in
educational settings is indeed compromised. The existing evidence is overwhelming and
the solution has yet to surface. Indeed, scholars have indicated that cheating involves
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complex interactions of situation and individuals’ characteristics and experiences
(Leming, 1980). However, because students’ attitudes and beliefs can be influenced
through educational interventions (Ames & Eskridge, 1992), it is possible that appealing
to students’ ethical and moral development can be an effective preventive measure.
Existing tactics that have focused on reactive methods and punishment may have proved
ineffective in the academic setting (Stipek, 1996). Institutions can also take a further step
and follow new trends such as reviving an existing honor code, or developing and
adopting a full operational honor code as a measure to control, or eliminate cheating.
Although evidence is limited, it has been suggested that a honor code may be effective in
influencing students’ attitudes towards cheating (McCabe & Trevino, 1993). In fact, 70%
of participants in this study believed that honor codes would prevent cheating in online
learning. Honor codes are also likely to help faculty to understand institutional policies
and academic misconduct, which is essential in the process of reinforcing students’
understanding of what is acceptable and not acceptable in academic ethics (Maramark &
Maline, 1993).
Another measure relates to clarifying expectations. Smith, Dupre, and Mackey
(2005) state “Clear policies stating the behaviors that are considered dishonest or in
violation of the policies, why they violate the honor code, and the nature of the
consequences for those behaviors, such as failure for the course, may deter students” (p.
198). This is of particular relevance since results from this study suggest the prevalence
of misconceptions by online learners as far as what constitutes cheating in online
education.
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Given the high rate of self-reported cheating among participants and the increased
likelihood of seeing cheating as an acceptable practice to stay ahead, it seems reasonable
for faculty and administrators to focus on ways in which online learning and school
contexts may alter the likelihood that students will continue to engage in and justify
cheating.
Weakness of Study
The findings from this study are constrained in application and generalizability
because of restrictions in the sample size and limited sources of qualitative data.
Although measures were taken to assure participants that their anonymity would be
protected, the information requested was sensitive and participants may have fabricated
or omitted information to eliminate the possibility of identification. Self-report data with
high levels of sensitivity raises questions about accuracy and reliability.
Another limitation is regarding the survey administration that required
approximately 20-25 minutes to complete, which could have potentially fatigued
respondents. Fatigue could cause participants to answer rapidly to later questions without
regard to accuracy.
Another limitation is related to the sample. Participants in this study were not
fully online learners. Instead, participants had taken one or more online courses available
in their college. Research with true online learners would provide a better picture of the
state of cheating in online learning through the experiences, behaviors and perceptions of
true online learners.
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Recommendation for Future Research
Online learning will continue to grow. Given the high self-reported cheating rates
in this study and other related research, further studies are needed to better inform online
educators on issues pertaining to academic integrity.
Research into scholastic cheating could benefit from theoretical based studies,
which could provide data driven solutions to the issues surrounding students’ ethics in
online learning environments. Research into the causes of academic dishonesty has
focused mainly on describing relationships between variables with less or no focus on
theoretical explanation of the phenomenon.
Additional research of this kind is needed. This research should be followed with
more extensive studies involving multiple sources of data including interviews, or at least
a more aggressive approach to collect rich qualitative data. Research on cheating with
richer data would enable triangulation and increase reliability, validity and would allow
results to be generalized to other populations.
Additionally, based on the current study sample size issues, another suggestion is
to conduct studies using larger and diverse samples from various geographical locations.
Such studies could be compared and examined for broader solutions that could help
prevent the cheating epidemic that might further damage the foundation of online and
distance education.
Finally, an important research topic related to cheating that was mentioned in the
literature review, but not empirically investigated, is related to achievement goal theory,
more precisely the impact of classroom goal structure on students’ decision to engage in
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cheating. Although the literature has linked classroom goal structure to cheating practices
in traditional classrooms (Anderman, Griesinger, & Westerfield, 1998), relatively no
empirical studies have been conducted with online learners. Investigating how online
learners perceive their online courses as far as mastery or performance orientation, and
how that perception affects ethical practices and beliefs could help fill the existing gap on
scholastic cheating in online learning environments.
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To:
Date:
Subject:

"Martonia C Gaskill" <mgaskill2@unlnotes.unl.edu>
02/20/2012 06:39 PM
Re: Question regarding survey with online students

Martonia,
Yes, you have my permission to use my courses in your study. Feel free to contact the
students and invite them. Let me know if I can be of further help. Good luck.
Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone with SprintSpeed
DH
--------------------------------------------From: Martonia C Gaskill <mgaskill2@unlnotes.unl.edu>
Date: Mon, 19 Feb 2012 18:33:07 -0600
Subject: Question regarding survey with online students
I am in the process of getting ready to collect data for my dissertation. My subjects are business
students who have taken at least one online course within the past year. I have the college
permission to conduct the study, but I'd like to also have faculty permission to send the survey to
students who took online courses within the time frame above. If you want details about the
survey, or have any other questions, please let me know and I'll be glad to discuss my research
with you in detail. My research questions are related to cheating in online learning in the business
field. I'd like to send the survey out to students next week.
Thanks for your help and I look forward to hear from you soon.
Martonia
--------------------------------------In theory, there is no difference between theory and practice. But, in practice, there is.
—Jan L.A. van de Snepscheut
Martonia Gaskill, M.S.Ed, Doctoral Candidate
Department of Teaching, Learning and Teacher Education
College of Education & Human Sciences
University of Nebraska Lincoln
------------------------------------Phone: 402.472.4349 / MGASKILL2@unl.edu
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Dear Business Student:
My name is Martonia Gaskill and I am a doctoral student in the Teacher
Education Program at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. I am conducting a survey as
part of my doctoral dissertation and this e-mail is to recruit you for participation in
completing an online survey. If you are at least 19 years old, you are eligible to
participate.
The survey involves answering some general demographics questions and some
questions about your attitudes and beliefs toward cheating in online education. The
survey takes about 20minutes to complete. The purpose of the survey is to analyze the
factors that influence cheating behaviors of business online students, and students’
perceptions towards cheating. Specifically, how and why online learning might make
digital cheating easier. Your participation is completely voluntary, and your responses is
anonymous. I am NOT interested in knowing who you are, or which online courses you
are taking. My interest is on your honest responses to the survey. The data I collect will
be analyzed at the group level only. There are no consequences if you decide not to
complete the survey.
I will be sending out another e-mail within the next week to provide the URL
address for the survey should you decide to complete it. If you decide to complete the
survey, you will be given the opportunity to enter into a drawing for a $100 gift
certificate to the University Bookstore.
Your participation is very important to my research and your time is greatly
appreciated. Thanks in advance for your help.

Sincerely,

Martonia Gaskill, Doctoral Candidate
Dept. of Teaching, Learning & Teacher Education Department
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Lincoln, NE 68858
E-mail: gaskillm@gmail.com
Phone: (402)309-5899
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Dear Business Student:

My name is Martonia Gaskill and I am a doctoral student in the Teacher
Education Program at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. You should have previously
received an e-mail stating that I am conducting a survey as part of my doctoral
dissertation. This e-mail is to again recruit you for participation in completing an online
survey. You must be 19 or older to be eligible to participate in the survey.
The survey involves answering some general demographics questions and some
questions about your attitudes and beliefs toward cheating in online education. The
survey takes about 20minutes to complete. The purpose of the survey is to analyze the
factors that influence cheating behaviors of business online students, and students’
perceptions towards cheating. Specifically, how and why online learning might make
digital cheating easier. Your participation is completely voluntary, and your responses
will be completely anonymous. I am NOT interested in knowing who you are, or which
online courses you are taking. My interest is on your honest responses to the survey. The
data I collect will be analyzed at the group level only. There are no consequences if you
decide not to complete the survey. If you decide to complete the survey, your will be
given the opportunity to enter into a drawing for a $100 gift certificate to the University
Bookstore. If you agree to participate, please clink on the following link (URL link) or
copy and paste the following address (URL address) into your Web browser.
If you do not wish to complete the survey, please close this e-mail.
Please keep this e-mail for your records. Thank you for your consideration and help.
Your participation is very important to my research and your time is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Martonia Gaskill, Doctoral Candidate
Dept. of Teaching, Learning & Teacher Education Department
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Lincoln, NE 68858
E-mail: gaskillm@gmail.com
Phone: (402)309-5899
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Dear Business Student:
My name is Martonia Gaskill and I am a doctoral student in the Teacher
Education Program at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. You were recently e-mailed
about completing an online survey about cheating in online education. This e-mail is to
again recruit you for participation in completing an online survey. You must be 19 or
older to be eligible to participate.
The survey involves answering some general demographics questions and some
questions about your attitudes and beliefs toward cheating in online education. The
survey takes about 20 minutes to complete. The purpose of the survey is to analyze the
factors that influence cheating behaviors of business online students, and students’
perceptions towards cheating. Specifically, how and why online learning might make
digital cheating easier. Your participation is voluntary, and your responses are completely
anonymous. I am NOT interested in knowing who you are, or which online courses you
are taking. My interest is on your honest responses to the survey. The data I collect will
be analyzed at the group level only. There are no consequences if you decide not to
complete the survey.
If you decide to complete the survey, your will be given the opportunity to enter
into a drawing for a $100 gift certificate to the University Bookstore. If you agree to
participate, please clink on the following link (URL link) or copy and paste the following
address (URL address) into your Web browser.
If you do not wish to complete the survey, please close this e-mail.
Please keep this e-mail for your records. Thank you for your consideration and
help. Your participation is very important to my research and your time is greatly
appreciated.
Sincerely,

Martonia Gaskill, Doctoral Candidate
Dept. of Teaching, Learning & Teacher Education Department
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Lincoln, NE 68858
E-mail: gaskillm@gmail.com
Phone: (402)309-5899
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Dear Business Student:
My name is Martonia Gaskill and I am a doctoral student in the department of
Teacher Education at UNL. You were recently e-mailed about completing an online
survey about cheating in online education. This e-mail is an attempt to recruit you for
participation. You must be 19 or older to be eligible to complete the online survey.
The survey involves answering some general demographics questions and some
questions about your attitudes and beliefs toward cheating in online education. The
survey takes about 20 minutes to complete. The purpose of the survey is to analyze the
factors that influence cheating behaviors of business online students, and students’
perceptions towards cheating. Specifically, how and why online learning might make
digital cheating easier. Your participation is voluntary, and your responses are completely
anonymous. I am NOT interested in knowing who you are, or which online courses you
are taking. My interest is on your honest responses to the survey. The data I collect will
be analyzed at the group level only. There are no consequences if you decide not to
complete the survey.
If you decide to complete the survey, your will be given the opportunity to enter
into a drawing for a $100 gift certificate to the University Bookstore. If you agree to
participate, please clink on the following link (URL link) or copy and paste the following
address (URL address) into your Web browser.
If you do not wish to complete the survey, please close this e-mail.
Please keep this e-mail for your records. Thank you for your consideration and
help. Your time is greatly appreciated. Thanks in advance for your help and participation
in this important research project.
Sincerely,

Martonia Gaskill, Doctoral Candidate
Dept. of Teaching, Learning & Teacher Education Department
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Lincoln, NE 68858
E-mail: gaskillm@gmail.com
Phone: (402)309-5899
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Dear Business Student:
My name is Martonia Gaskill and I am a doctoral student in the department of
Teacher Education at UNL. You were recently e-mailed about completing an online
survey about cheating in online education. This e-mail is the last attempt to recruit you
for participation. You must be 19 or older to be eligible to complete the online survey.
The survey involves answering some general demographics questions and some
questions about your attitudes and beliefs toward cheating in online education. The
survey takes about 20 minutes to complete. The purpose of the survey is to analyze the
factors that influence cheating behaviors of business online students, and students’
perceptions towards cheating. Specifically, how and why online learning might make
digital cheating easier. Your participation is voluntary, and your responses are completely
anonymous. I am NOT interested in knowing who you are, or which online courses you
are taking. My interest is on your honest responses to the survey. The data I collect will
be analyzed at the group level only. There are no consequences if you decide not to
complete the survey.
If you decide to complete the survey, your will be given the opportunity to enter
into a drawing for a $100 gift certificate to the University Bookstore. If you agree to
participate, please clink on the following link (URL link) or copy and paste the following
address (URL address) into your Web browser.
If you do not wish to complete the survey, please close this e-mail.
Please keep this e-mail for your records. Thank you for your consideration and
help. Your time is greatly appreciated. Thanks in advance for your help and participation
in this important research project.
Sincerely,

Martonia Gaskill, Doctoral Candidate
Dept. of Teaching, Learning & Teacher Education Department
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Lincoln, NE 68858
E-mail: gaskillm@gmail.com
Phone: (402)309-5899
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Cheating in Business Online Education: Exploring Students’ Perceptions,
Motivation, Practices and Possible Solutions
Purpose of the Study:
This is a research study on cheating in online education that is being conducted by
Martonia Gaskill, doctoral candidate in teacher education at University of NebraskaLincoln. The purpose of the current study is to analyze the factors that influence cheating
in online learning of business online students, and students’ perceptions towards digital
cheating. Specifically, how and why online learning might make digital cheating easier.
Procedures:
You must be 19 or older in order to participate. You will complete a survey, which will
take 15-20 minutes to complete. The survey includes questions about your perceptions
and behaviors towards cheating in online education. Other survey questions will address
your academic motivation (mastery versus performance goal orientations), motivations to
possibly cheat, and your perceptions in prevention of cheating. We also will ask for some
demographic information (e.g., age, work status, number of courses taken online,
education level) so that we can accurately describe the general traits of the group who
participate in the study.
Benefits of this Study:
You will be contributing to knowledge about cheating in online education. After we have
finished data collection, we also will provide you with more detailed information about
the purposes of the study and the research findings.
Risks or discomforts:
No risks or discomforts are anticipated from taking part in this study. If you feel
uncomfortable with a question, you can skip that question or withdraw from the study
altogether.
Confidentiality:
Your responses will be kept completely confidential. To ensure your anonymity, no
personal identification numbers or names will be collected. The researcher is NOT
interested in your identify just your honest responses to the survey questions. Once you
begin the survey, Qualtrics (the online survey software) assigns a unique random
identifier and collects the IP address of the computer where the survey is taken. At the
conclusion of the survey, you will be asked to provide your e-mail address if you wish to
enter into the lottery for $100 gift certificate for the university bookstore. In order to enter
into the lottery, you will need to provide your e-mail address. When the data is
downloaded for data analyses, the IP addresses of participants will be deleted and e-mail
addresses will be downloaded separately as to not provide a link between participants and
responses.
Compensation:
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You will be given the opportunity to enter in a drawing for a $100.00 gift card to the
University Bookstore. After we have finished data collection, we will conduct the
drawing. The winner will receive the gift certificate via e-mail. Overall odds of receiving
the gift card are based on how many people participate. You have roughly a 1 in 1,000
chance of receiving the gift card.
Freedom to Withdraw:
Your participation is voluntary; you are free to withdraw your participation from this
study at any time. If you do not want to continue, you can simply leave this website. If
you do not click on the "submit" button at the end of the survey, your answers and
participation will not be recorded. You also may choose to skip any questions that you do
not wish to answer. The number of questions you answer will not affect your chances of
winning the gift certificate. Your decision to participate or not will not affect your
relationship with the investigators or the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
How the findings will be used:
The results of the study will be used for scholarly purposes only. The results from the
study will be presented in educational settings and at professional conferences, and the
results might be published in professional journals in the fields of psychology and
education.
Contact information:
If you have concerns or questions about this study, please contact Martonia Gaskill at
gaskillm@gmail.com or Dr. Al Steckelberg at asteckelberg1@unl.edu. If you have
questions concerning your rights as a research subject that have not been answered by the
investigator or to report any concerns about the study, you may contact the Research
Compliance Services Office at (402)472-6929 or irb@unl.edu.
Consent, Right to Receive a Copy:
You are voluntarily making a decision whether or not to participate in this research study.
By clicking on the I Accept button below, your consent to participate is implied. You
should print a copy of this page for your records.

I accept

I do not accept
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Figure J.1. Perceptions Versus Incidence of Copying from Internet Citing Sources.

Figure J.2. Perceptions Versus Incidence of Receiving E-mail with Answers to
Homework.
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Figure J.3. Perceptions Versus Incidence of Sending E-mail with Answers to Friends.

Figure J.4. Perceptions Versus Incidence of Taking Pictures of Exam Questions.
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Figure J.5. Perceptions Versus Incidence of Sending Pictures of Exam Questions to
Others.

Figure J.6. Perceptions Versus Incidence of Sending Pictures of Answers to Homework
Questions to Friends.
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Figure J.7. Perceptions Versus Incidence of Using Electronic Notes Stored on Devices
during Exam (e.g. cellphone).

Figure J.8. Perceptions Versus Incidence of Using Notes Stored on Laptop while Taking
Exam.
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Figure J.9. Perceptions Versus Incidence of Searching Internet for Answers to
Homework Questions.

Figure J.10. Perceptions Versus Incidence of Searching Internet for Answers to Quiz
Questions.
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Figure J.11. Perceptions Versus Incidence of Searching Internet to Answers to Exam
Questions.

Figure J.12. Perceptions Versus Incidence of Sharing Personal Notes on Graded
Assignments or Projects.
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Figure J.13. Perceptions Versus Incidence of Receiving Electronic Notes on Graded
Assignments or Projects.

Figure J.14. Perceptions Versus Incidence of Using Copy and Paste Function to Copy
Materials from Friends.
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Participants’ Definition of Cheating (Sample)
Please define cheating:


Defiantly using sources not allowed on homework, quizzes and tests. Sources
can be notes, people, or technology that are not allowed to be used.



Action of dishonesty and disrespect with your school/college principles and
rules.



An immoral act to achieve an end to an assignment



Answering something based on what someone has put.



Any attempt to replace the hard work of actually studying and learning the
material by using unethical shortcuts.



Any using of someone else's answer (in any way) on an assignment.



Break the rules



Breaking the rules in order to get a good grade or ahead of someone
competitively.



breaking the student code of conduct.



Calling work that isn't yours, your own.



Cheating in college means using your friends’ work and present it as your own



Cheating is a deliberate violation of rules in order to achieve a goal.



Cheating is breaking rules on a certain task set by an authority, usually referring
to academics.



Cheating is breaking the rules and/or stealing someone else's work, whether that
be plagiarizing, copying answers, or just thwarting the parameters of an
assignment to accomplish a task.



Cheating is engaging in actions that are not justified to advance in some aspect.



Cheating is making others believe you are turning in work that isn't your own.
It is dishonest and an intentional act to trick others.



Cheating is passing off another’s work as your own.
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Cheating is taking someone's work that isn't your own, and using it as
something that you created. It is also looking at someone's answers and then
using them on a test or other work.



Cheating is what we all do in college frats and sororities.



Cheating is using information or materials to assist yourself on an assignment
or test which are prohibited.



Cheating is when one does not do own work, they take it from other people, it's
when one does not come up with the answers by themselves and just have other
people let them copy it.



Cheating is when you are not willing to work hard to earn what you are striving
for rather you prefer to make things easy for yourself by copying or looking
over someone else’s work and plagiarizing it into your own work.



Cheating is when you don't do your own work and you have someone else help
you on something.



Cheating is when you intentionally give yourself an unfair advantage or allow
others to do the same.



Cheating is when you knowingly take someone else's work in order to obtain a
better grade.



Cheating to me is defined as allowing other influences to stray you from the
right path. Taking someone else's hardwork and calling it your own.



Claiming someone else's work as your own, having someone else complete an
assignment for you, taking an answer key into a test.



Is conspiracy for better grades



Copying another person's work-- or stealing answering



Copying or using notes or doing other actions that are prohibited while taking a
test.



Copying someone else’s work.
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Copying someone's homework. Looking at someone's answers during an exam.
Using a paper from online and claiming it as your own. In an online situation,
using your book or notes when your professor says you can't use those
resources.



Doing anything that is against the given set of rules



fail to have the capable to complete the job



Having access to the answers for the class tests that other students don't have.



Having my friends do my work for me. Using a tool to find the solution when
the instructions prohibit the use of such a tool.



I would define cheating as copying or using unauthorized materials on papers or
quizzes to get an unfair advantage at something, and not putting in the work that
is necessary to do what is necessary without using those materials.



If the answers come from anywhere else but from within, it is cheating. If the
words on the paper come from anywhere else but from within and due credit is
not recognized, it is cheating.



If you are given ANSWERS to anything rather than using notes or memory to
find the answer.



illegally or unethically obtaining the correct answers or information to better
your position



Is doing the wrong thing knowing it’s wrong. is doing what your friends are
doing



Is what everybody does in school to get what they need.



It is unhonest, really hate this happen. it is unpolite to education and knowledge



Its breaking the rules in order to advance yourself in some activity whether it is
a test or an assignment



Looking at someone elses paper/material when you know what you are doing is
wrong.



Looking off someone else's test
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Misrepresenting the intellectual work done by another as your own.



Not being true. Not providing genuine results.



Not doing a task on your own that was assigned to be done without any help.



Not doing fair and honest work



Not doing your own work.



Not finding information on your own, simply taking information from a source
and using it to benefit yourself.



not using your own words in your work. using other people's work as your own.
copying.



Obtaining answers in a way that is not allowed for a course.



Obtaining information to use when you are not supposed to and feel satisfied
while completing the task at hand.



Stealing someone else's work and calling it your own



Taking another persons answers and using them as your own. Copying
someone's work



Taking someone else's work and claiming it as your own.



taking unfair advantage of any situation at school, job or personal life.



the act of helping yourself when you haven't studied, and the subject does not
interest you, and you will probably not use it in your career anyway. so
cheating=helping yourself unless you know you need to learn that subject in
order to succeed.



The blatant use of another persons knowledge or work with out giving credit.



The unauthorized use of materials or methods when asked to complete a given
task.



This does not make sense. And neither did the Corresponds, at little,
Corresponds, a lot.



This question is not clear to me. Maybe because i am doing this on my phone?



To act dishonestly in order to gain a upper hand and receive something you
don't deserve.
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To get points without efforts which is unfair to others



Unethical action allowing someone to further succeed in a certain field, whether
academic, sport, or otherwise.



Unfair advantage over others.



Unrightfully using someone else's knowledge, ideas, or answers to give yourself
an advantage.



Using a method to simplify a task that is against the rules established for the
task.



Using an unapproved method to improve one's self.



Using another person's work or effort to achieve a higher grade through
unethical means



Using any work which is not ones own.



using dishonest methods to put yourself in a better spot relative to others



Using information that you didn't learn to gain an advantage



Using materials on an exam which are not allowed.



Using other resources to benefit yourself



Using others knowledge and representing it as your own. To not fully apply
yourself to the subject and cut corners by misrepresenting what you have done.



Using outside sources, such as old work, to do better on an assignment, quiz, or
exam.



using people/materials that were not okayed by the professor



Using resources that are banned to do some form of schoolwork.



Using resources that are specifically and strictly forbidden while completing a
task, in order to (unfairly) achieve a higher result.



Using some else's work and passing it off as if it was your own.



using someone else's work and saying that it is mine.



Using someone elses ideas or answers as your own.



Using unapproved resources at a time when the professor would not permit it
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Using unauthorized material to assist ones self while trying to obtain a better
grade.



Using unfair advantages to perform better than others.



Using work that is not your own or letting someone complete the work for you
under your name.



Using work that is not your own to gain a personal advantage.



Using work that is not yours and passing it off as your own.



Using work that isn't your own for personal benefit.



when someone is using information that is not of their knowledge to receive
gratification that was not earned (such as a grade).



When you use materials or sources on a proctored test that you are not allowed
to use.
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Participants’ Responses to Common Form of Cheating (Sample)
What do you think is the most common form of cheating in online courses?
 a quiz given to students by professor to take anywhere the student wants
to. that is when they probably would do online research to check for
answers.
 All the online classes I took, allowed open note exams. I don't think thats
cheating when they allow you to use what ever resource you want.
 Asking friends for help on quizzes.
 Asking other students in the course for answers.
 Checking answers online using search engines like google. Wikianswers.
 Collaborating
 Collaborating answers while taking quizzes or exams.
 Collaborating with classmates
 Copy and Pasted copies of questions and answers to homework, quiz, and
exams
 Copy and Paster answers
 Frats have answers to test questions. Sharing answers with other students.
 Friends helping friends
 Friends in the same class working together.
 Getting access to answers before taking tests.
 Getting answers from your peers, Internet or book when not permitted
 Getting together in groups
 Giving graded quiz/homework answers to peers
 Going to the web and finding answers for homework and quizzes.
 Google
 Google searching answers.
 Googleing answers
 Googling an answer
 googling the answers and have test files
 Having someone do all of the work and other people submit it as well
 Having someone else do the work for you, looking up the answers when it
is to be a closed book test/quiz
 Homework or quiz that can be taken at home. Since the exam we need to
do it in the testing center so nobody can cheat.
 I am not aware of anything in online courses that I would consider
cheating except perhaps plagiarism.
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I don't believe there is. If professors were concerned with cheating they
would change quizzes and tests. Most are aware of the fact you can take
that information off and share it. I have had a teacher tell me to use the
Internet, my book, my friends, nd past students quizzes while taking an
online test.
I have heard of some students haveing a friend who has already taken the
course complete the homework or quizes for them.
I really have no idea. I never cheat so I don't know. But maybe having a
friend help you through an online exam or something like that.
I take proctored exams for an online course this semester. I see a lot of
opportunity to cheat down in room 36
I think that the most common form of online cheating is using a notes
during a test at the testing center.
I think the mosst common form of cheating in online courses is the use of
Internet without citing the right sources and websites used.
I would guess having another person assist while doing online work.
I would guess the Internet, I don't cheat so I haven't given it any thought.
I wouldn't know how you would cheat.
If the assignments are given online that can be taken without being
proctored, I don't believe that using available resources is cheating.
Unless the assignment is a paper of some sort that can be plagarized.
improve grade
In classes where the quizzes are given online and you're not supposed to
work with other students, I don't think that is followed. But honestly, I
think cheating is sometimes harder in online classes with other students
because you don't get to know otherstudents face to face. It's harder to
organize. But I think e-mailing and sharing quiz answers to studying for
tests happens, although if a professor makes them available I don't think
that's cheating.
In online courses I think the definition of cheating becomes more blurred.
I stated earlier that i believe cheating is using banned resources, in an
online course there is no banned resources. Being that ther are no banned
resources it is hard to say tht anything other than stealing someone elses
work is cheating.
Internet
Internet and cellphone.
Internet sources, the textbook
It's hard to cheat on online classes, especially when you have to go to the
testing center to take them. Probably working on assignments/quizzes
together if you don't have to take it in the testing center.
Looking in the book for answers during exams or quizzes
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Looking up answers on Internet and passing them off as own ideas.
Looking up answers on the Internet for homework... I don't think this is a
big deal because it is an online course so the instructor should know the
students have that capability.
Looking up answers on the Internet.
Looking up answers online.
Looking up answers while taking a quiz or test if taken at home.
Looking up answers? However, I do not believe that to be cheating in an
online, non-proctored environment. You shouldn't be punished for using
your resources.
looking up past answeres, working with a friend
Old tests
Online anwers.
Plagarism is so much easier when you correspond soley using text and
word processing. Online courses require the Internet, so by default you
find yourself using websites and secondary information quite often.
plagerism, but not just online, in all classes.
Plagiarism
Probably looking up answers on the Internet and asking people to help.
Probably looking up answers online for quizzes.
Probably searching google for the answers to questions.
Probably using notes/textbooks to find answers for quizzes.
Reusing papers and projects. From my face to face classes, I might
question if others impersonate the student.
Scared
search exam answers online
Search online help to do homeworks.
Searching for answers on the Internet.
Searching for answers online.
Searching for answers to quizzes through the Internet.
Searching online for answers to quizzes and tests.
Searching the Internet
searching the Internet for answers during the exam
Searching the Internet for answers to homework and quiz questions.
Searching the web for answers or pervious students having the answers
Sharing answers to quizzes, homeworks, and exams between
classmates/friends.
Sharing answers with friends, but it depends on what you consider
cheating.
Sharing answers.
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Sharing anwers and questions to tests and quizzes
Sharing information with friendsm, using the Internet to look things up.
Students who have taken classes before helping other students
Taking quizzes as a group
taking screen pictures of correct answers
taking tests with friends
taking tests/exams together
Taking the test with a partner and sharing answers with friends who
haven't yet taken the test.
test databases, taking exams and quizzes together
The Internet
The most common form is probably looking off of someone's test. For
online courses, searching the question in google is probably the most
common.
The only online courses I have taken have allowed open use of the
textbook and notes. Therefore, the most common form of cheating would
be talking with someone else.
Using all of the resources available (other students, textbook, Internet)
using books and other materials not allowed during the test.
using Internet and cell phones or other small devices
using open book on tests
using the Internet
Using the Internet as a source of information for exams and Copying
Exam questions/ answers to build up an Exam Questions Bank for use by
others.
Using the Internet to find answers to questions.
using the Internet to pass on information or to look up
Using the Internet to search answers and test banks
using the Internet to share or look up information.
Using the Internet.
Well, with online courses you can still require taking quizes and exams at
the testing center. I feel that if a teacher allows test to be taken at home
then the use of ALL of the resources we can use in the real world are
allowed, including the Internet,the book, and notes. In general when tests
are allowed to be taken at home they are "open book" which to me means
notes and Internet are fair game as well, so I don't know how somebody
would cheat in an online class on tests. However I do feel the most comon
way someone might cheat would be to copy someone's homework.
Working together with others
Working with friends or looking up answers but it all depends on the
course.
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Working with others on assignments
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Appendix O

Participants’ Advice to Instructors (Sample)
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Participants’ Advice to Instructors (Sample)
What advice would you give to online instructors to minimize cheating in online
courses?
Adjust the course so that it isn't cheating to use the Internet during exams.
allow tests/exams to be taken only in testing centers.
Ask students to write instead of doing quizzes or problems. Using their own
words rewrite in laymen's terms ... Have them write papers or posts.
Be aware of electronic devices on exams. Make exams random and proctored.
Restrict rules for proctored exams. Dont assume proctors are watching exam takers
closely outside testing centers.
Change exams to a format that students can not cheat. Also,promote collaboartion
instead of individual work. Students like collaboration,its more exciting to work
together.
Change questions for quizzes, homework, and exams.
Change tests banks
change their tests
Change up material
Clarify the definition of cheating in their courses. Are we allowed to look through
our notes or use google during a quiz? If not, quizzes should be done in testing centers.
Craft assignments that are worth students time. Stop using multiple choice. Use
proctored exams and quizzes.
Create your own exams/quizzes and don't get them from a bookof questions
Create multiple versions of tests and quizzes
Define what cheating means to them for their course.
Do not provide the answers homework, quiz, and exams after completing them.
Don't have online courses.
Don't know
don't make the classes so hard that cheating is required in order to pass the class
Don't offer your class as online.
Don't post the answers until after the assignment is due.
Don’t have online courses.
Encourage students to work together. It can be difficult at times if you have a
question and you feel like there is no one to turn to ask for help except search the
Internet.
Ensure tests are taken at a testing center. Encourage students to work together to
solve problems instead of cheating.
Exams should be re-written every semester to eliminate the utility of Question
Banks.
Give only proctored exams that they can't cheat on, and give homework that is
worth less points that they can do at home with notes and help from friends.
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Give out different assignments, all tests in testing centers, do not reveal correct
answers (if student wants to know the answer after, they could go see the professor)
Give the option for group quizes and homework. Working with a group forces you
to take time to take the quiz, and actually could help inprove learning and the grasp of
the information at hand.
Have exams or quizzes at the testing center
Have people take tests at a testing center.
Have proctored exams
Have questions taken from textbook to eliminate the use of the Internet
Have tests taken in testing centers. Rotate test questions or have more of them.
Have the students take tests in a testing center on-campus rather than at home.
Have timed quizzes and tests
Have written out responses rather than multiple choice. Have students use the
testing center.
Having a better algorithm for test questions that would not repeat themselves as
much so that it is harder for students to find the answers to these questions online or
from different sources.
Having better ways to teach us the important material that we are going over. I
know we are to read the chapters which I do, and do the problems, which I do, however
I have a hard time getting the answers. I think that the presentations that are given fr
online help but I think they should have better teaching to them over what we need to
know. I do not feel that anything that is on homework or quizzes is explained at all to
me when reading or the presentations. I work full-time and am a full-time mom so
online courses work best for me. It is really taking a toll on me because I just am not
understanding much and it really makes me think if going to school is really worth it.
I believe most instructors have the right idea, which is to scale the Exams heavily
so they account for 60% or more of the grade and make sure the exams are officially
proctored.
I don't know.
I don't know. There isnt really any way to stop it because of the advances in
technology
I don't think it is that big of a deal
I don't think there is much you can do
I think it will happen regardless. Having proctored exams eliminates cheating on
tests but I think that defeats the purpose of taking a course online. I've found that timed
tests and questions that are more qualitative in nature are the best way to forc a student
to learn the material.
I'm not sure. It is really hard to figure out how to keep students from using the
Internet to find answers to homework problems.
If work looks erily similar to another students, they may be correlating.
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If you don't want students looking up answers online or sharing than don't make
them available to students and don't use generic book answers because all of that can be
found online!
If you don't want students to have access to the Internet during certain quizzes,
have them proctored in the test center. If I am taking a quiz in my room, I don't
consider it cheating to use any resource available to me.
If you don't want students to use all the useful resources that are readily available
in the real life circumstances, that's your choice and you can easily avoid this by usinig
the testing center. However if you allow tests to be taken at home I believemost
students takte that to mean they are allowed to use any and all resources available to
them to help them solve the problems and reach the correct answer to the material.
Increase amount of proctored assignments if the instructor doesn't want the student
to used other resources during assignments.
Increase question variety. If two students get completely different online
examinations, this is the only way to curb the aforementioned cheating. Other than that,
you could allow the use of textbooks/notes and make the questions less about
memorization o recall and more about interpretation. Both of these options, however,
increase the workload of the online instructor.
Instructors, please sure your work and materials are well explained to students,
because if not students most likely prefer to seek farther ways of learning then rather
listening to you which can lead students to cheating in some what. Be clear on
explainng to students on learning the materials.
Last I heard, college age students are considered adults with the free will to do as
they please. If they do not have a strong moral and ethical foundation (as it relates to
cheating) coming into college, chances are they are not going to change those beaviors
in the foreseeable future. The challenge of controlling untoward behavior like this is
not up to the instructor.
Limit the testing/quizzes to proctored areas only
Make everything open book. My online class is all open book, so these questions
are a little tough to answer. I don't know anyone in the class so I dont work with
anybody, but that would be my biggest concern.
Make it impossible to go to other webpages while participating in an online quiz.
Make it more personal, then the students would feel guilty If they decided to
cheat.
MAke it so that the questions for assignments vary among students
make original questions that won't return the exact answer on an Internet search
Make quizzes or exams timed so students won't be able to look up every single
answer without running out of time.
make students take test on campus with a proctor
Make students take tests in the Burnett testing center where cheating is almost
impossible.
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Make students taking tests in the testing center.
Make sure the questions aren't on the Internet
make tests proctored
Make the time on the quiz shorter so the student can't have time to look at the
book or note.
Make them take it in the testing center.
maybe give questions cannot be searched online
minimize time allowed to take exams/ quizzes so that students don't have time to
look up answers that they don't know
None
None.
Not a whole lot that can be done. Emphasize that the work need to be without
outside help and that in the long run the only person you're hurting is you. If you don't
learn the subject matter in this online class, you'll pay for it in the next class you'l take
when you don't know the information as well as you should.
Online courses shouldn’t be as hard
original questions and problems, different questions and problems for each student
Pay attention to the student's assignments: Make sure that all the references are
accurate. Instructors should be better prepare for any kind of cheating.
Proctor quizzes and exams or allow open notes and Internet but lesson the time
limit to finish them.
proctored exams
Proctored exams, update exam questions often.
Proctored exams; change questions on exams and quizzes aften. After a short
while questions become very public.
Provide enough materials and explain in details of each topic
Randomize questions and answers as much as possible
Randomize questions and have unique essays that are tailored more personal
viewpoints or experiences to ensure each student must answer individually.
Randomize questions. Don't have the same ones on every test.
Requiring proctored exams.
Stop being lazy and change tests and quizzes if you are concerned about cheating.
Strict time limits so that you have to know the material and it doesn't give much
time to look around on the Internet for answers otherwise you won't finish. My
business law 372x course is like this. It makes me thoroughly read and study for hours
before taking quizzes because if i don't, it shows in my grade.
Take tests in a testing center
Testing center
testing center, reduce number of tries.
Tests only in testing center.
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The proctoring center I feel is the best way to prevent cheating.
There is nothing you can do about it
use a program that takes control of your computer and limits its user functions
while in use?
use testing center
Use testing center for exams
Use testing centers for quizzes and exams.
Use testing centers for test at a set time to avoid answer sharing.
Use the testing center.
Weight grades on the exams and have them proctored.
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Survey Instrument
Q2 How many online courses have you taken in the past year?
Q3 What year are you in School?






Freshman (1)
Sophomore (2)
Junior (3)
Senior (4)
Graduate (5)

Q4 What is your enrollment status?
 Full-time (1)
 Part-time (2)

Q5 Geographic Distribution
 Domestic (1)
 International (2)

Q6 What is your age?
Q7 What is your gender?
 Male (1)
 Female (2)

Q8 What is your GPA?
Q9 Where are you living?
 On campus (1)
 Off campus (2)

Q11 What is your employment status?
 Full-time (1)
 Part-time (2)
 Do not work (3)

Q12 If you are an undergraduate, what is your major?








Accountancy (1)
Economics (2)
Finance (3)
Management (4)
Marketing (5)
Other (6)
Undecided (7)
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Q29 Using the scale below, indicate to what extent each of the following items presently
corresponds to one of the reasons why you go to college.
Why do you go to college?
Does not
at all (1)

Corresp
onds 2)

)

C)

a
lo(6)

(5)

Because with
only a highschool
degree I
would not
find a highpaying job
later on. (1)















Because I
experience
pleasure and
satisfaction
while
learning new
things. (2)















Because I
think that a
college
education
will help me
better
prepare for
the career I
have chosen.
(3)















For the
intense
feelings I
experience
when I am
communicati
ng my own
ideas to
others. (4)
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Honestly, I
don't know; I
really feel
that I am
wasting my
time in
school. (5)















For the
pleasure I
experience
while
surpassing
myself in my
studies. (6)















To prove to
myself that I
am capable
of
completing
my college
degree. (7)















In order to
obtain a
more
prestigious
job later on.
(8)















For the
pleasure I
experience
when I
discover new
things never
seen before.
(9)
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Because
eventually it
will enable
me to enter
the job
market in a
field that I
like.
(10)















For the
pleasure that
I experience
when I read
interesting
authors. (11)















I once had
good reasons
for going to
college;
however,
now I
wonder
whether I
should
continue.
(12)





























For the
pleasure that
I experience
while I am
surpassing
myself in one
of my
personal
accomplishm
ents. (13)
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Because of
the fact that
when I
succeed in
college I feel
important.
(14)















Because I
want to have
"the good
life" later on.
(15)















For the
pleasure that
I experience
in
broadening
my
knowledge
about
subjects
which appeal
to me. (16)















Because this
will help me
make a
better choice
regarding my
career
orientation.
(17)















For the
pleasure that
I experience
when I feel
completely
absorbed by
what certain
authors have
written. (18)
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I can't see
why I go to
college and
frankly, I
couldn't care
less. (19)















For the
satisfaction I
feel when I
am in the
process of
accomplishin
g difficult
academic
activities.
(20)















To show
myself that I
am an
intelligent
person. (21)















In order to
have a better
salary later
on. (22)















Because my
studies allow
me to
continue to
learn about
many things
that interest
me. (23)
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Because I
believe that
a few
additional
years of
education
will improve
my
competence
as a worker.
(24)















For the
"high"
feeling that I
experience
while
reading
about
various
interesting
subjects. (25)















I don't know;
I can't
understand
what I am
doing in
school. (26)















Because
college
allows me to
experience a
personal
satisfaction
in my quest
for
excellence in
my studies.
(27)
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Because I
want to
show myself
that I can
succeed in
my studies.
(28)



Q34 Please define cheating.
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Q13 Please answer the questions below to the best of your ability.
Is it
cheating?

Yes
(1)

No
(2)

Copying
from
Internet
without
citing
sources (1)





Copying
from
Internet
citing
sources (2)



Receiving email with
answers to
homework
(3)

How often have you engaged
in:

What is the severity?

1 - not
severe
(1)

51very
2
never
sever
(2)
(1)
(5)

2
(2)

3
(3)

4
(4)





































Receiving email with
answers to
quiz es (4)











Sending email with
answers to
friends (5)









Taking
pictures of
exam
questions
(6)









5more
than
5
times
(5)

3
(3)

4
(4)
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Sending
pictures of

exam
questions to
others (7)























Sending
pictures of
answers to

homework
questions to
friends (8)























Buying
written
papers from
Websites
(9)

























Using
electronic
notes
stored on
devices
during
exam (e.g.
cell phone)
(10)

























Using notes
stored on
laptop
while taking
exam (11)

























Searching
Internet for
answers to
homework
questions
(12)
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Searching
Internet for
answers to
quiz
questions
(13)

























Searching
Internet to
answers to
exam
questions
(14)

























Sharing
personal
notes on

graded
assignments
or projects
(15)























Receiving
electronic
notes on

graded
assignments
or projects
(16)























Using copy
and paste
function to

copy
materials
from friends
(17)
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Has anyone
you know
used a
device such
as cell
phone or
pod to
cheat
during high
school
years? (18)
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Q14 Please answer the questions below to the best of your ability.
Yes (1)

No (2)

Were you ever caught cheating? (1)





Do you feel your grades were
improved because of cheating? (2)





Would you cheat again? (3)





Do you think devices such as iPads
and cellphones make cheating
easier for students? (4)





Do you think everyone cheats in
online courses? (5)





Q15 What do you think is the most common form of cheating in online courses?
Q16 What advice would you give to online instructors to minimize cheating in online courses?
Q17 How many times have you cheated in online courses?





{CHOICE 1} (1)
1 to 5 times (2)
6 to 10 times (3)
More than 10 times (4)
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Q18 Please answer the questions below to the best of your ability. What motivated YOU
to cheat? (Select all that apply)
Please select all that apply (1)

Time constraints (1)



Difficulty of class (2)



Difficulty of exam/paper/assignment (3)



I didn't adequately prepare (4)



Retaking the class (5)



Didn't like the teacher (6)



Had to pass the class: major or scholarship (7)



Pressure from parents/family (8)



Fear of failure (9)



To help a friend (10)



Other: please specify (11)



Q28 What motivated YOU to cheat? Please rank the following reasons for your
motivation to cheat with 1 being the most important. (Drag and drop to rearrange
motivators.)
______ Time constraints (1)
______ Difficulty of class (2)
______ Difficulty of exam/paper/assignment (3)
______ I didn't adequately prepare (4)
______ Retaking the class (5)
______ Didn't like the teacher (6)
______ Had to pass the class: major or scholarship (7)
______ Pressure from parents/family (8)
______ Fear of failure (9)
______ To help a friend (10)
______ Other: please specify (11)
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Q19 Please respond to the statements below by indicating whether or NOT you would
cheat.
Yes, I would STILL
cheat. (1)

No, I would NOT
cheat. (2)

If the institution had an honor code that
clearly described what constitute cheating
and penalties for cheating (1)





If online classes were smaller (2)





If the instructor discussed the institution’s
penalties for cheating (3)





If instructor discussed the penalties for
cheating in this class (4)





If the instructor and the class discussed and
agreed upon what constitute cheating in
this course (5)





If the instructor knew my name (6)





If the instructor cared about my learning (7)





If the instructor discussed the importance
of ethical behavior at the beginning of the
term (8)





If the instructor encouraged students to be
honest during the class (9)





If the instructor used multiple versions of
the online exam randomly to students (10)





If the instructor used proctors in online
examinations (11)





If the instructor allowed us to work in
groups on homework (12)





If the instructor wrote fair exams and
homework (13)





If the instructor provided copies of prior
exams for to the class so that we all had the
same study materials (14)





If the instructor provided a study guide or
held an online review session before the
exams (15)
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If the tests were open book and open notes
(16)





If the instructor put more essay questions
on exams (17)





If the instructor checked bibliographic
references in students papers (18)





If the institution provided a telephone
hotline for reporting cheating (19)





If the instructor stressed how other people
are hurt by my cheating (20)





If I felt the material in the course was
important to my future career (21)





Q20 Please answer the questions below to the best of your ability. What approximate
percentage of all students do you think were using digital technology to cheat in online
courses?
______ % (1)

Q21 What approximate percentage of your close friends do you think were using digital
technology to cheat in online courses?
______ % (1)

Q22 Do you know students who have cheated in online courses?
 Yes (1)
 No (2)
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Q23 Please answer the questions below to the best of your ability. Experience in online
courses. Please respond to the following statements.
Never
(1)

Seldom (2)

Sometimes (3)

Often (4)

Always (5)

If I have an
inquiry, the
instructor finds
time to respond.
(1)











The instructor
helps me identify
problem areas in
my study. (2)











The instructor
responds
promptly to my
questions. (3)











The instructor
gives me valuable
feedback on my
assignments. (4)











The instructor
adequately
addresses my
questions. (5)











The instructor
encourages my
participation. (6)











It is easy to
contact the
instructor. (7)











The instructor
provides me
positive and
negative
feedback on my
work. (8)
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I make decisions
about my
learning. (9)











I work during
times I find
convenient. (10)











I am in control of
my learning. (11)











I play an
important role in
my learning. (12)











I approach
learning in my
own way. (13)











Q33 Please answer the following to the best of your ability. For the following
scenarios, please decide whether they constitute cheating or not and explain your answer.
Cheating or not cheating?

Please explain
your answer.

Cheating
(1)

Response (1)

Not
Cheating (2)

You are working on writing a paper for your
online class. You find information on several
Web sites that fit with your topic nicely. You
copy sections from several sites WITHOUT
citing sources. (1)





You are working on writing a paper for your
online class. You find information on several
Web sites that fit with your topic nicely. You
copy sections from several sites CITING the
sources. (2)
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You receive e-mails from friends containing
notes and key information to the weekly
homework for an online class you are taking.
You have spent several hours working on a
portion of your homework and you are
having difficulty understanding it. You use
the e-mail information to answer your
homework. (3)





You receive e-mails from fellow students
containing answers to the weekly quizzes for
an online class you are taking. The quizzes
are difficult and require lots of study time to
master the material covered in the quizzes.
You look at the e-mail information long
enough to gain understanding. You have
learned from the information. You now use
the information to answer your quizzes. (4)





You or your friends sent answers to
assignments for an online course taken to
friends taking the same course. (5)





While taking an online exam, you take
pictures of several questions you considered
hard. (6)





You shared with your friends pictures of
several exam questions to help them out. (7)





You send pictures of answers to homework
questions to help your friends. (8)





It’s the end of the semester. You have several
finals to prepare for and one research paper
due soon. You learned about a Web site that
sells good written papers. You liked what you
saw and bought the paper you needed and
submitted as your own. (9)





You use your smartphone to take notes and
store key information from your classes.
When taking exams you look at the notes
stored to help you answering questions. (10)
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You have taken lots of notes and saved many
key points from the textbook reading and
audio lectures provided by the course
instructor. You take the online exams with a
proctor using your own laptop. You use the
notes on your laptop while taking exams. (11)





When working on homework assignments,
you search the Internet for answers to
homework questions. (12)





When taking online quizzes, you search the
Internet for answers to quizzes questions.
(13)





When taking online exams, you browse the
Internet for help with exam questions. (14)





You know several friends who are taking an
online course you have already taken. The
class is difficult and you shared your personal
notes and copies of graded assignments with
them to help them out. (15)





When taking a difficult and required online
course, you accepted electronic notes and
graded assignments and projects from your
good friend who had taken the same class
the semester before. (16)





A group of friends are taking an online course
together. They often use the “copy and
paste” function to copy from each other’s
work. (17)





